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INTRODUCTION

The present bibliography contains some 7,000 entries on the history and social sciences of the peoples of the Himalayas. The variety and relative isolation of the Himalayan cultures has brought many scholars to that part of the world in recent years. The most active areas of research have been anthropology, religion, language, art, and history, though the latter has been somewhat neglected.

Almost all earlier bibliographies have been specific to a particular area or subject. This one is a first attempt at covering the entire Indus-Brahmaputra region. It is multi-disciplinary, but its focus is on humanity in the Himalayas. Hence, it in general excludes subjects in the natural sciences such as geology, biology, and botany, but includes them if they are directly relevant to human life and society.

The geographical boundaries are the same as those used in the previous works done at Columbia University: *The Himalayas: Essays and Readings in the History and Anthropology* and the two syllabi, *A Syllabus of Himalayan Anthropology* and *A Syllabus of Himalayan History*. The concept of the Himalayan region articulated here is this broad international one: from west to east the Indus-Brahmaputra region, and south to north the political borders formed by Pakistan, India, Nepal, Bhutan, China, and Burma. But a broad definition such as this one cannot
remain rigid, and the authors have included relevant research that falls beyond the borders so defined. This is particularly true of important works on Tibet and India that are crucial to understanding one or more of the Himalayan cultures.

Originally conceived in terms of history and anthropology, the bibliography includes much more; the user will find the humanities broadly covered: not only does the work cover history, but it includes also language, literature, and art. Not only anthropology, but geography, demography, ethnography, religion, and related social science disciplines are also included.

The work is primarily a guide to the scholarly scientific literature and popular works on topics where little scientific research has been done. Newspapers or magazine articles have not been included except where they involved substantial historical or social analysis or provided important information thought to be unavailable elsewhere. Historical documents as such have not been included except where historical analysis is also present.

The languages covered are western, primarily English, French, German, and Italian, with items in several Scandanavian and Slavic languages as well. It is hoped that future editions will include titles in Japanese and Chinese.

The truly massive undertaking of including the literature in the many native languages, primarily Kashmiri, Hindi, Urdu, Nepali, Newari, Tibetan, and the other Himalayan languages, has not been attempted here. Such an undertaking, while it would be of immense value, could only be done in conjunction with the main centers of learning in the Himalayas and such international organizations as ICIMOD in Kathmandu.

The one area that has not been covered systematically here is the voluminous literature on economic development. This literature has been included in so far as it pertains directly to the scope of this project and is relatively easy of access. Major works that assess the potential for development or the effects of development on traditional modes of life have been cited here: those works which stress the more technical or bureaucratic aspects of development have not. Much of the most current literature on development is available only in the form of in-house reports. It is hoped that future editions of this work will include more of this literature. Again, to be truly comprehensive, this would require the cooperation of the most active agencies in the field and the various governments. The addition of this material, together with that in the Himalayan languages, would create a research tool of immense scientific and practical value, of which the present data base is the first step.

The organization of this bibliography is based on very broadly defined disciplinary fields that are in themselves interdisciplinary. The section labelled "History" also encompasses archaeology and works of literature that are
relevant to the criteria specified above. The next section, entitled "Anthropology and Related Social Sciences", includes demography, sociology, religious studies, geography, ecology, folklore studies, and economics. The third section, labelled "Art and Architecture", also includes iconographical studies, descriptions of contemporary material culture, and art history. The fourth section, entitled "Development", has been adequately described above. This is followed by the "Language" section which includes linguistics, language training materials, vocabularies, and dictionaries. The "Travel Accounts" section includes only those travelogues which provide useful cultural or historical information. Mountaineering accounts have not been included unless they are of particular historical import or include significant information on the area in which the expedition occurred. Finally, a bibliography of bibliographies provides access to areas of interest outside the scope of this work.

The subdivisions within these disciplines vary in accordance with the amount of material they encompass. For example, the material on Sikkim is sufficiently extensive to warrant a separate subsection under the History section but not under the Art section, where Sikkim is combined with material on other states in the North-Central and Eastern Indian Himalayan Region. With the exception of the Development Section, Kashmir has been treated in a separate sub-section throughout due to the richness of material on this area and the extensive literature written prior to Partition.

All entries are followed by a series of "Key Words" used in the creation of the data base from which this edition was created. They have been included here for their informational value, for their purpose is to supplement information provided by the title of the work they describe. Some of them are internal reference codes used for sorting and indexing which serve little practical purpose for the reader, others are abbreviations of more useful descriptors. For these reasons a "Glossary of Key Words" is included for the reader's convenience.

Finally, a "Supplementary Index" is provided to complement the organization of material laid out in the table of contents. This index provides access to some of the key persons, places, and concepts which cross-cut the categories and sub-categories used to organize the bibliography. Ethnic groups have been listed under their various designations in those cases where several names apply, and cross-references have been included to refer to alternate names wherever appropriate. The index is by no means exhaustive; the fundamental intellectual task of reference research remains that of the investigator. It is hoped, however, that we have contributed to the intellectual aspects of this task by eliminating some of the more frustrating logistical obstacles which such a massive and varied corpus presents.
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ART INDIA HIST MIDDLE LADAKH HP


ARCHITECTURE HIST MIDDLE INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MIDDLE OVER INDIA


HIST MIDDLE INDIA

Modern Period
(1800 - present)


HISTORY MOD INDIA


HISTORY MOD INDIA


HISTORY MODERN INDIA JAMMU AND KASHMIR


HISTORY MOD INDIA


HISTORY MOD INDIA

HISTORY MOD INDIA


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR ISLAM FOREIGN PAKISTAN


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN INDIA PAKISTAN


HISTORY INDIA KASHMIR MODERN


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


GOVERNMENT HISTORY INDIA MODERN


TRAVELOGUE GEOG HIGH INDIA KASHMIR HISTORY MODERN

HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MOD INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN HISTORIOGRAPHY INDIA


HISTORY MODERN INDIA BRITAIN FOREIGN GOVERNMENT


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


LITERATURE MID MOD INDIA PAKISTAN RELIG PHILOS

Gupta, Hari Ram. Punjab on the Eve of First Sikh War, 1884: Documentary study of the political, social, economic conditions of Punjab as depicted in daily letters written by British Intelligences during the period 30 December, 1843 to 31 October, 1844. Hoshiarpur: Dept. of History, Punjab University: 1956.

HISTORY MODERN INDIA JAMMU AND KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN INDIA JAMMU AND KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN INDIA JAMMU AND KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN INDIA

History of the Sikhs, Together with a Concise Account of the Punjab and Cashmere: Its topography, rivers, climate and production, customs, manners and characters of the people, etc. Compiled from authentic sources. Calcutta: 1846.

HISTORY MODERN INDIA JAMMU AND KASHMIR


TRAVELOGUE HISTORY MODERN INDIA PAKISTAN


HIST MODERN INDIA


HISTORY MODERN INDIA OVERVIEW


HISTORY MODERN INDIA FOREIGN COLONIALISM


HISTORY MODERN INDIA FOREIGN BRITAIN

HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR

Izzatullah, Mr. Safar Nama-i-Izzatullah. Translated into English from Persian by Capt. Henderson, and entitled "Travels in Central Asia in the years 1812-12". Calcutta: Foreign Dept. Press: 1872.

HISTORY MODERN INDIA PAKISTAN KASHMIR TIBET OVERVIEW


HISTORY MOD INDIA


HISTORY MOD INDIA


HISTORY MOD INDIA


HISTORY MOD INDIA


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MOD INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MOD INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MOD INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR
HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR

HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR

HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR

TRAVELOQUE HISTORY MODERN

HISTORY MOD INDIA KASHMIR

HISTORY MOD INDIA KASHMIR

HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR

HISTORY MOD INDIA

HISTORY GENERAL ISLAM KASHMIR INDIA

HISTORY MODERN INDIA JAMMU AND KASHMIR

HISTORY MODERN PAKISTAN INDIA FOREIGN BOUNDARY

HIST MODERN PAKISTAN INDIA

HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR

HISTORY MOD INDIA

HISTORY MOD INDIA

HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR MOSLEM LEAGUE ISLAM

GEOGRAPHY HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR

HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR GEOGRAPHY

HISTORY MOD INDIA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wasir Luchman and the Kashmir State. By an &quot;Eye-witness&quot;. Lahore: 1896.</td>
<td>HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1536  Younghusband, F.E.  Wonders of the Himalaya.  London: John Murray; 1929.  HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR LADAKH


1541  Archer, W.G.  Indian Painting in Bundi and Kotah.  London: 1959.  ART HIST GEN INDIA HP

1542  Aryan, K.C.; Aryan, S.  Rural Art of Western Himalaya.  New Delhi: Rekha; 1984.  ART HIST GEN INDIA KASHMIR HP

1543  Atkinson, E.T.  The Himalayan Districts of the North-Western Provinces of India.  Volumes 1, 2 & 3.  Allahabad: North-Western Provinces and Oudh: Govt. Press; 1882, 1884 and 1886.  HISTORY MODERN INDIA UTTAR PRADESH HIMACHAL PRADESH


HIST QUE INDIA UP

1547 Bourne and Shepherd. Bourne and Shepherd’s Royal Photographic Album of Scenes and Personages Connected with the Progress of HRH, the Prince of Wales through Bengal, the North West Provinces, the Punjab and Nepal, with Some Descriptive Letterpress. Calcutta: Bourne and Shepherd: 1976.
TRAVELogue HISTORY MODERN OVERVIEW

HIST GEN INDIA HP ANTHRO ETHNOG OVER MULT

HIST MODERN INDIA

HISTORY GEN INDIA

HIST GEN INDIA PAKISTAN

HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR

HISTORY ANCIENT MIDDLE INDIA HIMACHAL PRADESH PAKISTAN

MIDDLE INDIA HP

HIST GEN INDIA HP ARCHITECTURE

HIST MODERN NEPAL UP

1557 Gupta, Hari Ram. Punjab on the Eve of First Sikh War, 1884: Documentary study of the political, social, economic conditions of Punjab as depicted in daily letters written by British Intelligences during the period 30 December, 1843 to 31 October, 1844. Hoshiarpur: Dept. of History, Punjab University: 1956.
HISTORY MODERN INDIA JAMMU AND KASHMIR

HISTORY MODERN INDIA JAMMU AND KASHMIR

HISTORY ANCIENT ARCHAEOLOGY INDIA PAKISTAN

HIST GEN INDIA HP

1561 History of the Sikhs, Together with a Concise Account of the Punjab and Cashmere: Its topography, rivers, climate and production, customs, manners and characters of the people, etc. Compiled from authentic sources. Calcutta: 1846.
HISTORY MODERN INDIA JAMMU AND KASHMIR

HIST MODERN NEPAL INDIA UP HP
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1571</td>
<td>Jettmar, Karl.</td>
<td>The Middle Asiatic Heritage of Dardistan (Islamic Collective Tombs in Punjab and Their Background).</td>
<td>East and West; 1967; 17(1-2): 59-82. PAKISTAN HIST GEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1580</td>
<td>Muller, F.M.</td>
<td>Buddha’s Birthplace.</td>
<td>Blackwood’s Magazine: [1898]: CLXIV: 787-791. HIST ANCIENT INDIA UP NEPAL KAPILAVASTU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1581
HIST MODERN INDIA UP

1582
ANZEHO HIST GENERAL OVER MULT

1583
Oakley, E. Sherman. Holy Himalaya. The Religion, Traditions, and
Scenery of a Himalayan Province--Kumaon and Garhwal.
HIST GEN INDIA UP TRAVELOGUE

1584
Peppe, W.C. The Piprahwa Stupa, Containing Relics of Buddha, with
a note by Vincent A. Smith. Journal of the Royal Asiatic
Society of Great Britain and Ireland: 1898: article 23:
573-588.
ARCHEOLOGY INDIA UP BUDDHISM

1585
Prinsep, Henry T. Comp. Origin of Sikh Power in the Punjab and
Political Life of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. Calcutta: Hultman:
1834.
HISTORY MODERN INDIA JAMMU AND KASHMIR

1586
Punjab, Record Office. Records to the Ludhiana Agency [1808-
1815]. Lahore: 1911.
HIST MODERN NEPAL

1587
LITERATURE MUSIC GENERAL FOLKLORE RELIG INDIA

1588
Rhee Phillepe, George W. Biographical Notices of Military Officers
and Others Mentioned in Inscriptions on Tombs and Monuments
in the Punjab North-West Frontier Province, Kashmir and
Afghanistan. Lahore: 1921.
HISTORY GEN INDIA ART

1589
Rivett-Carnac, J.H. Rough Notes on Some Ancient Sculpturings on
the Rocks in Kamaon, Similar to Those Found on Monoliths and
Rocks in Europe. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal;
ART HIST INDIA UP

1590
Saksena, Banarsi Prasad. Historical Papers Relating to Kumaun,
1809-1842. Edited by Banarsi Prasad Saksena. Allahabad::
HIST MODERN KUMAON UP INDIA NEPAL

1591
Sarkar, S.D. Ancient Races of Baluchistan, Punjab and Sind.
HIST PAKISTAN INDIA KASHMIR

1592
Sen, Jahar. Slave Trade on the Indo-Nepal Border in the
HIST MODERN INDIA UP

1593
HIST ANCIENT INDIA UP

1594
Sender, Henriette M. The Kashmiri Brahmins (Pandits) up to
1930: Cultural Change in the Cities of North India.
HISTORY INDIA KASHMIR MODERN MIGRATION

1595
Seth, Mira. Wall Paintings of the Western Himalayas. New
Delhi: Publication Division, Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting; 1976.
ART INDIA HIST MIDDLE LADAKH HP

1596
Singh, Y.B. Commercial Activity in Ancient Kashmir. Punjab
HIST

1597
Smith, V.A. The Birthplace of Gautama Buddha. Journal of the
Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland: 1897:
615-621.
HIST ANCIENT NEPAL INDIA UP KAPILAVASTU

1598
Smith, V.A. The Early History of India: from 600 B.C. to the
Muhammadan Conquest. Including the invasion of Alexander
HIST ANCIENT NEPAL PAN-INDIA UP
1599

1600

1601

1602

1603

1604

1605

1606

1607

1608

1609

North Central Indian Himalayan Region

1610

1611

1612
Barth, A. The Inscription on the Piprahwa Vase. Indian Antiquary: 1907 May: XXXV: 117-124. HIST INDIA BIHAR

1613

1614
1622

HISTORY GEN INDIA

1615

HISTORY ANCIENT NEPAL

1616
Bourne and Shepherd. Bourne and Shepherd’s Royal Photographic Album of Scenes and Personages Connected with the Progress of HRH, the Prince of Wales through Bengal, the North West Provinces, the Punjab and Nepal, with Some Descriptive Letterpress. Calcutta: Bourne and Shepherd; 1976.

TRAVELOGUE HISTORY MODERN OVERVIEW

1617

HIST MODERN TRADE

1618
Campbell, Sir George. Specimens of Language of India, Including Those of the Aboriginal Tribes of Bengal, the Central Provinces and Cashmere. Calcutta: 1874.

LINGUISTICS INDIA PAKISTAN KASHMIR

1619

HIST ANCIENT INDIA BIHAR

1620
Chatterji, Suniti Kumar. Kirata Jana-Krti. The Indo-Mongoloids, Their Contribution to the History and Culture of India. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal; 1950; 16(2); 143-235.

ANTHRO HIS GEN MID TIBB PAN-INDIA NEPAL

1621

INDIA HIST GEN

1622

HISTORY GEN INDIA

1623

HIST MODERN NEPAL

1624
Hamilton, F. The History, Antiquities Topography and Statistics of Eastern India Comprising the Districts of Behar, Shahabod, Bhagalpoor, Gurukpoor, Kinajpoor, Prenoya, Rungpoor, Assam. Collated from the Original Documents (i.e. from F. Buchanan’s Accounts of these Districts 1807-1814 by Montgomery Martin). London: W.H. Allen; 1836: 3 volumes.

HIST GENERAL BIHAR GORAKHPUR RANGPUR NEPAL

1625

HIST ANCIENT NEPAL BIHAR

1626
Hodgson, B.H. Route from Kathmandu, the Capital of Nepal, to Darjeeling in Sikkim, Interspersed with Remarks on the People and the Country. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal: 1848 December; XVII(part 2); 634-646.

HIST MODERN TRADE

1627

HIST ANCIENT MIDDLE UP

1628

HIST SUB INDIA

1629

HIST GEN INDIA BIHAR

1630

HIST MIDDLE NEPAL
1631 Mackenzie, A. History of the relation of the government with the hill tribes of the North-East frontier of Bengal. Calcutta: Home Department; 1884. HIST MOD INDIA ASSAM

1632 Nizam-ud-Din Ahmad. Tabaqat-i-Akbari. Translated into English by Brajendranath De and Baini Prasad. Calcutta: Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal; 1932: 3 vols. HISTORY MIDDLE INDIA

1633 O'Malley, L.S.S. Darjeeling. Calcutta: Bengal Secretariat Book Depot; 1907: 231. HIST MODERN NEPAL


1637 Rodgers, Charles J. etc. Catalogue of the Coins in Indian Museum, Calcutta. Part 1; Sultans of Delhi and their contemporaries in Bengal, Gujarat, Jaunpur, Malwa, the Dekkan and Kashmir. 1893. HISTORY MIDDLE INDIA KASHMIR


1640 Sen, Jaha. Land Routes of Indo-Nepalese Trade in the Nineteenth Century. Journal of Indian History; December 1976; 54(3): 687-711. HIST MODERN INDIA BIHAR NEPAL BENGAL


North-East Indian Himalayan Region

General Works


Ancient Period
(to 1200 A.D.)

1667
ANCIENT INDIA

1668
HIST ANCIENT NEPAL ASSAM

1669
HISTORY ANCIENT INDIA

1670
HIST ANCIENT

1671
Chaudhuri, P.D. Archaeology in Assam; An Introduction. Gauhati: Department of Archaeology; 1964.
INDIA

1672
Chaudhury, Pratap Chandra. History of Civilization of the People of Assam to the Twelfth Century A.D. Gauhati University; 1966.
HIST ANCIENT INDIA

1673
Archaeology INDIA

1674
HIST GEN INDIA

Middle Period
(1200 - 1800)

1675
HIST ANCIENT

1676
HIST ANCIENT INDIA ASSAM

1677
HISTORY ANCIENT KASHMIR NEPAL ASSAM OVER GEOG

1678
HIST MIDDLE INDIA

1679
HIST MIDDLE INDIA

1680
HIST MIDDLE INDIA

1681
HIST MIDDLE INDIA ASSAM DISS

1682
LITERATURE HIST MIDDLE INDIA ASSAM
HIST MIDDLE ASSAM

HISTORY MID INDIA

HISTORY LITERATURE MIDDLE SUB

GOVERNMENT HIST MOD INDIA AP

HIST GEN INDIA AP

HIST GEN INDIA ART

HIST MIDDLE ASSAM INDIA

HIST MIDDLE INDIA

HIST MIDDLE INDIA ASSAM

NUMISMATICS HIST MIDDLE INDIA

HIST LITERATURE MIDDLE INDIA ASSAM

HIST MID INDIA ASSAM AHOM

HIST MIDDLE INDIA ASSAM

1696 Gogoi, Padmeswar. The Tai and the Tai kingdom with a fuller treatment of the Tai-Ahom kingdom of Brahmaputra Valley. Gauhati: Department of Publication, University of Gauhati; 1968.
HIST MID INDIA ASSAM

HISTORY MID INDIA

HIST MIDDLE INDIA

HISTORY MIDDLE INDIA

HIST MID INDIA ASSAM MULT
Modern Period
(1800 - present)

1705
ANTHRO HIST MOD INDIA AP ASSAM MULT

1706
HIST MODERN INDIA

1707
ANTHRO POLITICAL HIST MOD MULT OVER INDIA AP ASSAM

1708
ANTHRO HIST MOD POLITICAL INDIA MULT

1709
HIST MODERN NEPAL ASSAM SIKKIM

1710
ANTHRO HIST MOD INDIA ASSAM SUB MARG

1711
Bishop, S.O. Sketches in Assam. Calcutta: City Press; 1885.
275 pp.
HISTORY MOD INDIA

1712
Bora, Mahendra. 1857 In Assam. Lawyers Book Stall; 1957.
HIST MODERN INDIA

1713
GOVERNMENT HIST MOD INDIA AP

1714
GEOGRAPHY HISTORY MODERN

1715
ANTHRO ETHNOG HIST MOD SUB MULT INDIA

1716
HIST ASSAM INDIA MOD

1717
Chakravarti, Birendra Chandra. British Relations with the Hill Tribes of Assam Since 1858. Firma K. L. Mukhopadhyay; 1964.
HIST MODERN INDIA
1737
HIST MODERN INDIA

1738
ANTHRO HIST MOD INDIA SUB MARG

1739
GOVERNMENT INDIA ASSAM HIST MOD

1740
HIST MODERN NEPAL SIKKIM BHUTAN ASSAM

1741
HIST MODERN INDIA

1742
Robinson, William. A Descriptive Account of Assam: with a sketch of the local geography and a concise history of the tea-plant of Assam: to which is added a short account of the neighbouring tribes, exhibiting their history, manners, and customs. Delhi: Sanskrit Prakashan; 1975. Reprint of 1841 ed.
ANTHRO HIST MOD OVER MULT INDIA

1743
ANTHRO HIST MOD POLITICAL SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM

1744
HIST MOD INDIA ASSAM AP

Sikkim

1745
A Short Description of Sikhim, Lhasa, and Part of Tibet. The Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review; 1912; 33: 361-367.
QUE
HIST GEN INDIA SIKKIM

1746
ARCHEOLOGY OVER INDIA

1747
ARCHEOLOGY OVER INDIA

1748
HIST MODERN NEPAL ASSAM SIKKIM

1749
GEOGRAPHY HISTORY MODERN

1750
Buchanan, W.J. In The Footsteps of Hooker through Sikhim and Nepal; A Centenary Tribute. Bengal Past and Present; 1917; 14: 252-274.
HIST MODERN GEOG INDIA TRAVELOGUE

1751
HIST MODERN INDIA QUE

1752
HIST MODERN INDIA SIKKIM

1753
Campbell, Dr. Papers on the Relations with Sikhim and Nepal. The Oriental; January 1874.
QUE
HIST MODERN INDIA SIKKIM
1754 Chakravartty, Dhirendra Nath, Ed. The Common Quest of Assam, Arunachal, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim, Tripura. Gauhati: Directorate of Information and Public Relations, Govt. of Assam; 1976. HIST GEN INDIA

1755 Chatterjee, Anjan. Indo-Sikkim Relations (1816-1935). Quarterly Review of Historical Studies; October 1976; 16(2): 85-93. HIST MODERN INDIA SIKKIM


1758 Chemjong, I.S. King Hangshu Dewa and His Minister Wokde. Contributions to Nepalese Studies; June 1975; 2(2): 117-136. ANTHRO HIST MID TIBB INDIA SIKKIM LEPCHA


1760 Drouin, R. Specimen de Textes Leptcha. Journal Asiatique; 1901 17: 558-563. LITERATURE TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM LEPCHA

1761 Dutt, Srikant. India and the Himalayan States. Asian Affairs; 1980; 11(1): 71-81. HIST BHUTAN SIKKIM NEPAL INDIA FOREIGN GOVERNMENT

1762 Gawler, J.C. Sikkim: With Hints on Mountain and Jungle Warfare, Exhibiting also the Facilities for Opening Commercial Relations through the State of Sikkim with Central Asia, Thibet and Western China. London; Stanford; 1873; viii- 105. HIST MODERN INDIA TRADE

1763 Gazeteer of Sikkim. Calcutta: Bengal Secretariat Press; 1894. HIST GEN BHOT HIGH INDIA

1764 Guollart, P. Warrior Tribes of the Tibetan Borderland. Cornhill Magazine; autumn 1959; 161: 28-38. ANTHRO ETHNIC BHOT HIGH


1768 Hodgson, B.H. Route from Kathmandu, the Capital of Nepal, to Darjeeling in Sikkim, Interspersed with Remarks on the People and the Country. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal; 1848 December; XVII(part 2): 634-646. HIST MODERN TRADE

1769 Iggulden, Herbert Augustus. The 2nd Battalion Derbyshire Regiment in the Sikkim Expedition of 1888. London: Sonnenschein; 1900; xii, 116. HIST MODERN INDIA

1770 Kirnan, V.G. Indian, China and Sikkim: 1886-1890. Indian Historical Quarterly; 1955 March; XXX(1): 32-51. HIST MODERN NEPAL SIKKIM

1772
HIST MODERN INDIA

1773
HIST MODERN TIBET INDIA TRAVELOGUE

1774
Markham, C.R. Narrative of the Mission of George Bogle to Tibet, 1774 and of the Journey of Thomas Manning to Lhasa, 1811-1812. London, n.d.
HISTORY GEN INDIA ASSAM SIKKIM

1775
HIST MODERN FOREIGN INDIA

1776
ART HIST GEN TIBET SIKKIM

1777
HIST GENERAL NEPAL

1778
GEN INDIA

1779
HIST GEN INDIA LEPCHA

1780
HIST MODERN NEPAL GOVERNMENT

1781
QUE HIST GEN INDIA LEPCHA

1782
HIST BEN MULT OVER INDIA

1783
HIST GEN MUL GEOG OVER INDIA

1784
HIST GEN INDIA

1785
HIST GEN TIBET INDIA SIKKIM

1786
HIST GEN NEPAL TIBET

1787
HIST MODERN NEPAL SIKKIM BHUTAN ASSAM

1788
HIST GEN INDIA

1789
Risley, H.H. History of Sikkim. Journal of the Buddhist Text Society of India; 1896; IV(1); Appendix 2: 6-16.
HIST GENERAL SIKKIM NEPAL

1790
HIST GEN INDIA

1791
HIST GEN INDIA
1792

1793

1794

1795
Siiger, H. Fate in the Religion of the Lepchas. In: Ringgren, H. Ed. Fatalistic Beliefs in Religion, Folklore, and Literature: Papers Read at the Symposium on Fatalistic Beliefs Held at Abo on the 7th-9th of September 1964; Stockholm: Almqvist and Wiksell; 1967; 150-157. ANTHRO RELIG TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM

1796

1797
Sikkim: A Concise Chronicle. Gangtok: Publicity Department, Govt. of Sikkim: 1964. INDIA HISTORY MID GENERAL

1798

1799

1800

1801

1802

1803

1804
Walsh, E.H.C. A Cup-Mark Inscription in the Chumbi Valley. Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal; 1906; 1: 271-276. SIKKIM MIDDLE HIST

1805
Ware, J. Edgar. Report on a Visit to Sikkim and the Tibetan Frontier in October, November and December, 1873. Calcutta: Bengal Secretariat Press; 1874. HIST MODERN INDIA SIKKIM TRAVELOGUE

1806

1807

1808

1809
1828
HIST MODERN NEPAL SIKKIM BHUTAN ASSAM

1829
HISTORY MODERN BHUTAN

1830
HISTORY GEN OVER INDIA

1831
HIST MODERN NEPAL INDIA SIKKIM BHUTAN

1832
GENERAL OVER

1833
Turner, S. An Account of an Embassy to the Court of the Teshoo Lama in Tibet, containing a narrative of a journey through Bhoutan and part of Tibet. New Delhi: Manjusri Publishing House; (1971?).
HIST MOD BHUTAN TIBET

1834
HIST MOD BHUTAN NEPAL

1835
HISTORY MODERN INDIA SIKKIM

1836
HIST MODERN INDIA

1837
HIST MODERN SIKKIM ASSAM NEPAL
Nepal
General Works

1841
HIST GEN

1842
ANTHRO ETHNIC HIST TIBB MID GEN

1843
HIST MODERN NEPAL

1844
PAN-INDIA HIST GEN NEPAL

1845
HIST GEN NEPAL

1846
HIST GENERAL

1847
HIST GEN PAN-INDIA NEPAL

1848
LITERATURE BHOT HIGH HIST GEN

1849
HIST GEN

1850
HISTORY GEN

1851
LITERATURE RELIGION BUDDHISM NEPAL GEN

1852
RELIB HIST GEN PAN-INDIA NEPAL

1853
Other Edition: New York: J. Selwin Tait and Son; 1895.
HIST GENERAL

1854
MID TIBB HIST GEN

1855
MID TIBB HIST GEN

1856
HIST GEN MID TIBB

1857
HIST GEN MID TIBB

1858
HIST GEN NUMISMATICS
1859
ART PAN-INDIA NEPAL HIST GEN

1860
ART HIST GENERAL MULT OVER

1861
HIST GENERAL

1862
Basham, A.L. The Wonder That was India. London: 1954.
HIST GEN PAN-INDIA NEPAL

1863
HIST GEN

1864
HIST GEN NEPAL BHOT HIGH

1865
HIST GENERAL NEPAL BUDDHISM BON

1866
HIST GEN TIBET NEPAL

1867
LITERATURE GEN HIST NEPAL PAN-INDIA

1868
GEN

1869
LITERATURE NEPAL HIST GEN

1870
Bendall, C. Manuscripts and Inscriptions from Nepal. Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal: 1889; 30-34.
LITERATURE HIST GEN

1871
HISTORY GEN

1872
NEPAL HIST NUMISMATICS GEN

1873
HIST GENERAL

1874
HIST GEN

1875
HIST GEN TRAVELOGUE

1876
ART HIST GENERAL

1877
HISTORY GEN

1878
HIST GEN TIBET CHINA GOVERNMENT
1879
HISTORY GENERAL FOREIGN

1880
GEN HIST ART INDIA KASHMIR NEPAL OVER

1881
Buchanan, F. An Account of the Kingdom of Nepal and of the Territories Annexed to This Division by the House of Gorkha. Edinburgh: 1819.
HISTORY GEN

1882
GEN NEPAL

1883
HIST GEN

1884
HIST GEN NEPAL SUB MARG

1885
HISTORY RELIGION GENERAL MISSIONARIES

1886
ART HIST GEN PAN-INDIA NEPAL

1887
LITERATURE HIST GEN NEPAL

1888
LITERATURE HIST GEN NEPAL

1889
RELIGION NEPAL LITERATURE GEN

1890
ANTHRO HIS GEN MID TIBB PAN-INDIA NEPAL

1891
HISTORY GEN

1892
NEPAL GEN

1893
HISTORY GEN PAN-INDIA NEPAL

1894
RELIGION BUDDHISM ANTHRO TIBB HIST NEWAR MID GENERAL

1895
HIST NEPAL OVER GENERAL

1896
HISTORY GEN INDIA KASHMIR NEPAL

1897
HIST GEN TIBET NEPAL
1908
HIST GEN NEPAL

1909
HIST GENERAL PAN-INDIA NEPAL TIBET

1910
NEPAL NUMISMATICS HIST GEN

1911
HIST GEN NEPAL TIBET OVER

1912
ART HIST GEN

1913
ART HIST GEN NEPAL TIBET OVER

1914
HIST GENERAL

1915
INDIA NEPAL GEN

1916
ART PAN-INDIA GENERAL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Title/Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>Frank, W.A.</td>
<td>Nepalistik als neue Teildisziplin der Orientalistik?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HIST SCHOLARSHIP GEN NEPAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NEWAR GEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Gaur Das Bysack</td>
<td>Notes on a Buddhist Monastery at Bhot Bagan (Howrah) on two rare and valuable tibetan MSS discovered there and on Puran Gir Gosain, the celebrated Indian Acharya and Government Emissary at the Court of the Tahsi Lama, Tibet in the last century. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal: 1890; LIX: 50-99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LITERATURE NEPAL GEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HIST GEN NEPAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HIST GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HIST MODERN NEPAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HIST GEN NEPAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GEN HISTORY NEPAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HIST GEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PAN-INDIA HIST GEN NEPAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HIST GENERAL NEPAL TIBET PAN-INDIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LITERATURE RELIGION MID TIBB NEPAL GEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANTHRO NEWAR TIBB NEPAL HIST NEPAL GEN KATHMANDU VALLEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HIST GEN NEPAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HIST GEN GEOG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HIST GENERAL BIHAR GORAKHPUR RANGPUR NEPAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HIST GEN LITERATURE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1926
FAN-INDIA HIST GEN NEPAL

1927
GEN

1928
HIST GENERAL NEPAL TIBET PAN-INDIA

1929
Grunwedel, A. Padmasambhava und Mandarava. [Texte lepcha].
LITERATURE RELIGION MID TIBB NEPAL GEN

1930
ANTHRO NEWAR TIBB NEPAL HIST NEPAL GEN KATHMANDU VALLEY

1931
HIST GEN NEPAL

1932
HIST GEN GEOG

1933
HIST GENERAL BIHAR GOPAKHUR RANGPUR NEPAL

1934
HIST GEN LITERATURE

1935
ANTHRO GEN HISTORY

1936
HISTORY GEN

1937
NEPAL TIBET GEN

1938
ANTHRO NEPAL NEWAR GEN TIBB MID

1939
ANTHRO BHOT HIGH TIBET RELIGION LANGUAGE LITERATURE GEN MID TIBB NEPAL NEWAR

1940
HIST NEWAR NEPAL GEN TIBB BHOT BUDDHISM

1941
HIST GENERAL MYTHOLOGY ANTHRO

1942
ANTHRO HIST GEN MULT OVER
1943
LITERATURE BUDDHIST GEN NEPAL

1944
LITERATURE SANSKRIT NEWARI HIST GEN

1945
HIST GENERAL NEPAL

1946
HIST GENERAL

1947
HIST GEN

1948
LITERATURE TIBB

1949
LITERATURE ANTHRO HISTORY GEN TIBB NEPAL

1950
GENERAL

1951
GEN

1952
HIST GEN

1953
HIST GEN NEPAL

1954
HIST GEN

1955
HIST GEN ANTHRO URBAN SOCIAL SUB MULT NEPAL

1956
NEPAL NUMISMATICS HIST GEN

1957
HIST RELIGION GEN

1958
RELIGION LITERATURE GEN NEPAL BUDDHISM

1959
Kirpatrick, W. An Account of the Kingdom of Nepal, Being the Substance of Observations Made during a Mission to That Country in the Year, 1793. 1811.
HISTORY GEN OVER

1960
HIST GEN TIBET NEPAL
1961
RELIGION OVER MULT HIST GEN GEOGRAPHY

1962
HIST GEN

1963
HIST GEN PAN-INDIA NEPAL

1964
HIST GEN NEWAR NEPAL

1965
HISTORY ART NEPAL RELIGION GEN

1966
HISTORY GENERAL FOREIGN

1967
LITERATURE NEPAL GEN

1968
HIST GEN PAN-INDIA NEPAL BHUTAN

1969
HIST GEN PAN-INDIA NEPAL

1970
RELIGION NEPAL

1971
Levi, S. Le Nepal; Etude Historique d’un Royaume Hindou...Paris: E. Leroux; 1905, 1908: 3 volumes.
HISTORY GENERAL

1972
LITERATURE GEN

1973
HIST GEN

1974

1975
HIST GEN LITERATURE RELIG

1976
HIST GEN LITERATURE RELIG

1977
RELIGION MID MULT NEWAR TIBB FESTIVAL NEPAL KATHMANDU VALLEY HIST GENERAL

1978
RELIGION MID MULT NEWAR TIBB FESTIVAL NEPAL KATHMANDU VALLEY HIST GENERAL

1979
LITERATURE GEN TIBET
2000
HIST GEN

2001
HIST GEN

2002
HIST GEN

2003
HIST GEN

2004
HIST GEN

2005

2006
HIST GEN

2007
HIST GEN NEPAL

2008
HIST GEN NEPAL

2009
HIST GEN

2010
HISTORY GEN Bhot HIGH ANTHRO GEN NEPAL

2011
HIST GENERAL ANTHRO HIGH Bhot

2012
HIST GENERAL NEPAL

2013
HIST GENERAL NEPAL PAN-INDIA

2014
HISTORY GEN Bhot HIGH ANTHRO GEN NEPAL

2015
ANTHRO HIST GEN MID PAHA NEPAL PAN-INDIA

2016
HISTORY GENERAL GOVERNMENT NEPAL

2017
HIST GENERAL GOVERNMENT

2018
RELIGION HIST GEN

2019
HIST FOREIGN GEN
ART HIST GEN ICONOGRAPHY INDIA NEPAL TIBET

HIST NEPAL GEN INDIA

HIST GENERAL

HIST GENERAL

QUE KATHMANDU VALLEY HIST GEN NEWAR

NEPAL HIST GEN TIBET PAN-INDIA

HIST GENERAL FOREIGN TIBET CHINA

HIST GENERAL

HIST GEN

HIST GENERAL

HIST NEPAL GEN

HIST GENERAL

HIST GEN

RELIGION MULT OVER HISTORY GENERAL

LITERATURE HIST GEN NEPAL PAN-INDIA

HISTORY GENERAL

RELIGION NEPAL BUDDHISM HIST GEN

RELIGION BUDDHISM LITERATURE NEPAL HIST GEN

LITERATURE GEN

HISTORY NEPAL GENERAL


HISTORY GENERAL NEPAL


HISTORY GENERAL NEPAL

Sherring, C.A. Western Tibet and the British Borderland, the sacred country of Hindus and Buddhists, with an account of the government, religion and customs of its people by C.A. Sherring, with a chapter by T.G. Longstaff describing an attempt to climb Gurla Mandhata. London: Arnold: 1906.

LADAKH HIST GEN ANTHRO ETHNOG BHOT HIGH NEPAL


NEPAL ART HISTORY GENERAL


HIST GEN


PAN-INDIA HIST GEN NEPAL


GEN


LITERATURE NEPAL GENERAL


HISTORY SOCIAL GOVERNMENT GUTHI GENERAL


ART HISTORY GEN NEVAR NEPAL LICCHAVI


HIST NEWAR KATHMANDU VALLEY ANTHRO TIBB MID GEN


NEPAL HIST PAN-INDIA NUMISMATICS GEN


GEN PAN-INDIA NEPAL


HIMAL SHERPA NEPAL LADAKH HIST GEN ANTHRO ETHNOG BHOT HIGH NEPAL


LITERATURE NEPAL TIBB RELIGION RAI GENERAL


HIST GEN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An Introduction to Hanuman Dhoka</td>
<td>Stiller, L.F.</td>
<td>Kirtipur: Institute of Nepalese and Asian Studies; 1975.</td>
<td>NEPAL HIST ARCHITECTURE GEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geschichte des Buddhismus in Indien</td>
<td>Taranatha's</td>
<td>Aus dem tibetischen uebersetz von A. von SCHEIFNER. St. Petersburg: [Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften], 1869.</td>
<td>HIST GEN NEPAL TIBET INDIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of Mithila (c. 3000 B.C. - 1956 A.D.)</td>
<td>Thakur, Upendra</td>
<td>Darbhanga: Mithila Research Institute: 1956.</td>
<td>HIST GENERAL NEPAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Das Nepalamahatmyam des Skandapuranam. Legenden um die Hinduistischen Heiligtumer Nepals.</td>
<td>Uebach, H.</td>
<td>Munchen: W. Fink; 1970.</td>
<td>HIST NEPAL GEN RELIGION HINDUISM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five Inscriptions from Tansen.</td>
<td>Vaidya, Tulsi Ram</td>
<td>Journal of the Tribhuvan University; June 1970; 5(1): 87-90.</td>
<td>NEPAL HISTORY GENERAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five Inscriptions from Tansen.</td>
<td>Vaidya, Tulsi Ram</td>
<td>Kathmandu: Ratna Pustak Bhandar; 1975.</td>
<td>HIST NEPAL GEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Heritage of Nepal.</td>
<td>Varma, R.S.</td>
<td>Allahabad: Kitab Mahal; 1972.</td>
<td>HIST GEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal: Kunstschatten mit het Koninkrijk in de Himalaya.</td>
<td>Waldschmidt, E.</td>
<td>Haags Gemeentemuseum; 1967.</td>
<td>ART HIST GEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kunst aus dem Konigreich im Himalaya.</td>
<td>Waldschmidt, E.; Waldschmidt, R.L.</td>
<td>Rechlinghausen: Verlag Aurel Borgers; 1967.</td>
<td>ART HIST GEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bahadur, K. Assessment of the Judicial Customs of Nepal Through Inscriptions and Authentic Documents from the Buddhist Period to the 6th Century A.D. Kathmandu: by the author: [1958].


2136 Burgess, James. Archeological Survey of India Reports. Volumes 1-5. ARCHAEOLOGY PAN-INDIA NEPAL


2140 Cunningham, Alexander. Coins of Ancient India, from the Earliest Time Down to the Seventh Century, A.D. London: B. Quaritch: 1891. HISTORY GEN INDIA KASHMIR NEPAL


Ghosal, U.N. References to Indian Historical and Quasi-Historical Records on Jojem-Tsang. Indian Culture: 1941; VII(4): 397-404. HIST ANCIENT LICCHAVI NEPAL


Gnoli, R. Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta Characters. Part I... Roma: Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente: 1956: 2 volumes. HIST ANCIENT NEPAL


Jackson, David P. The Early History of Lo (Mustang) and Ngari. Contributions to Nepalese Studies; December 1976; 4(1): 39-56. HIST ANCIENT NEPAL TIBET


2169 Joshi, R.V. Prehistoric Exploration in Kathmandu Valley, Nepal. Ancient India; 1966 (1973); 22: 75-82. ARCHEOLOGY MID


2174 Law, Bimala Churn. Kastriya Clans in Buddhist India, with a foreword by the Hon. Sir Asutosh Mookerjee. Calcutta: Thacker, Spink and Co: 1922. HIST ANCIENT NEPAL


2184 Lumbini, the Birthplace of Buddha. New York: Committee for the Development of Lumbini; 1970. HIST ANCIENT NEPAL BUDDHIST


HIST ANCIENT LANGUAGE NEPAL

NEPAL ANCIENT HIST MID OVER DEMOGRAPHY

HIST ANCIENT NEPAL

HIST ANCIENT

Milloue, L. de. Les Lieux Saints du Bouddhisme. Decouverte de l'emplacement de Kapilavastou, ville natale de Bouddha. 1897 5 December. [Conference au Musee Guimet]. 
HIST ANCIENT INDIA NEPAL

HIST ANCIENT NEPAL INDIA

HIST ANCIENT INDIA NEPAL

HIST ANCIENT

HIST ANCIENT INDIA UP NEPAL KAPILAVASTU

HIST GEN

HIST MIDDLE

HIST MIDDLE

HIST ANCIENT

HIST GEN

ART NEPAL GEN

ART NEPAL PAN-INDIA GEN

HIST ANCIENT

HIST MIDDLE LICCHAVI MALLA ANCIENT


DEVELOPMENT RESTORATION NEPAL ARCHITECTURE HISTORY MODERN

HIST ANCIENT

ART ANTHRO

HIST ANCIENT NEPAL TIBET

HIST ANCIENT NEPAL TIBET

HIST

2250 Vaidya, Tulsi Ram. The Significance of Mallakara. Journal of the Tribhuvan University; October 1967; 3(2): 44-47.
HIST NEPAL ANCIENT

HISTORY ANCIENT

HIST NUMISMATICS ANCIENT

RELIGION BUDDHISM HISTORY ANCIENT NEPAL

HIST ANCIENT INDIA UP NEPAL

HIST ANCIENT NEPAL INDIA UP

HIST ANCIENT NEPAL INDIA UP

HIST ANCIENT LICHCHAVI

HISTORY ANCIENT KASHMIR NEPAL ASSAM OVER GEOG

HIST ANCIENT

HIST ANCIENT RELIGION BUDDHISM NEPAL KASHMIR INDIA
Middle Period
(1200 - 1800)

ANTHRO ETHNIC HIST TIBB MID GEN

HIST MIDDLE NEWAR

HISTORY MODERN NEPAL MID MULT

HIST MID NEWAR

2265 An Inscription of King Abhaya Malla. Regmi Research Series; December 1972; 4(12): 236-238.
HIST MIDDLE NEPAL

HISTORY ART MIDDLE NEPAL

HIST KATHMANDU MIDDLE NEPAL

HIST ART MIDDLE NEPAL

HIST MID MIDDLE

MID TIBB HIST GEN

HIST GEN MID TIBB

HIST GEN MID TIBB

MID TIBB HIST GEN

HISTORY MIDDLE NEPAL

2275 Bendall, C. Notes on a Collection of Manuscripts Obtained by Dr. Gimlette, of the medical service at Kathmandu, and now deposited in the Cambridge University Library, and in the British museum. Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland: 1868; XX: 549-554.
HISTORY MIDDLE NEPAL

HISTORY MIDDLE

LITERATURE MIDDLE
2313 Georgi, A.A. Alphabetum Tibetenum, Missionum Apostolicae Commodo Editum. Lyon: 1772. 
HIST MIDDLE NEPAL TIBET

HIST MIDDLE BHUTAN NEPAL TIBET

2315 Giuseppe, Da Rovato Father. Account of the Kingdom of Nepal; being an account of the consolidation of power within the Kathmandu Valley by Prithwinarayan, founder of the Shah Dynasty, during the years 1767-1771. New Delhi: printed at the India Offset Press: 1970. 
HIST MODERN MID

HIST MIDDLE NEPAL MID

HIST MIDDLE NEPAL

HIST MIDDLE NEPAL

HIST MIDDLE NEPAL

HIST MIDDLE NEPAL

HIST NEPAL MIDDLE

HIST MIDDLE NEPAL

HIST MIDDLE NEPAL

HIST MIDDLE

HIST MIDDLE

HIST MIDDLE

HIST MIDDLE NEPAL

LITERATURE RELIGION MID TIBB NEPAL GEN

HIST NEPAL MIDDLE

ANTHRO RELIGION MAGAR MID TIBB NEPAL

HISTORY RELIGION VAJRACARYA NEWAR MID HIGH

ANTHRO BHOT HIGH TIBET RELIGION LANGUAGE LITERATURE GEN MID TIBB NEPAL NEWAR


HISTORY MIDDLE NEPAL


ANTHRO NEPAL NEWAR GEN TIBB MID


HIST ANTHRO ETHNOG NEWAR MID TIBB NEPAL


HISTORY MIDDLE NEPAL LITERATURE


HIST MIDDLE NEPAL


HISTORY MIDDLE


HIST MIDDLE


LITERATURE TIBB NEPAL LANGUAGE MID

Ishida, M. On the Biography of A-ni-ko... Moko Gakuho; 1941; 2: 244-260.

HIST MIDDLE ART NEPAL CHINA


HISTORY MIDDLE


HIST MIDDLE


LITERATURE TIBB MID NEWARI NEPAL MIDDLE


LITERATURE NEPAL MIDDLE


HIST MODERN GOVERNMENT


ANTHRO POLITICAL MID MULT GOVERNMENT


HIST MIDDLE NEPAL TRADE
Khanal, Mohan Prasad. An Inscription of Aditya Malla, 1321 A.D. Kailash; August 1972; 4(8): 155-159. HIST MIDDLE NEPAL


Law, Bimala Churn. Geography of Early Buddhism, with a foreword by F.W. Thomas. London: Kagan Paul; Trench and Trubner; 1932. HIST ANCIENT PAN-INDIA NEPAL


Lawrence, R. List of Sanskrit works Supposed by the Nepalese Pandits to be Rare in the Nepalese Libraries at Kathmandoo. Nepal Residency: 1868 August. NEPAL HIST MIDDLE


Macdonald, A.W.; Vergati Stahl, A. Newar Art -- Nepalese Art During the Malla-Period. Warminster: 1979. NEPAL MIDDLE HIST


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2383</td>
<td>Manandhar, Thakural. A Leaf from the Bendall &quot;Vamsavali&quot;. Contributions to Nepalese Studies; June 1974; 1(2): 92-102.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SANSKRIT NEWARI LITERATURE NEPAL HIST MIDDLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2387</td>
<td>Okada, F. E. The Newars of Nepal. Natural History; April 1957; 66(4): 196-200.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB NEWAR MID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2388</td>
<td>Okada, Ferdinand E. The Newars of Nepal. Natural History; April 1957; 66: 196-200.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB NEWAR MID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2390</td>
<td>Oppitz, Michael. Myths and Facts: Reconsidering Some Data Concerning the Clan History of the Sherpas. Kailash; 1974; 2(1,2): 121-132.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANTHRO MIDDLE BHOT HIGH NEPAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2391</td>
<td>Palm-leaf manuscript from Nepal. Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal; 1899 June: 69-70.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HIST MIDDLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Petech, L. Mediaeval History of Nepal (c. 750-1480). Roma: Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente: 1958. HIST MIDDLE LICCHAVI MALLA ANCIENT


2424 Sandberg, G. The Exploration of Tibet. Its History and Particulars from 1623 to 1904. Calcutta: London: 1904. HIST MIDDLE MODERN MISSIONAIRIES NEPAL


2427 Shakya, R.J. A Brief Introduction to Shiva Deva Sanskarita Om Kuli Shri Rudra Varna Mahavihar. Lalitpur: Shakya; 1980. HIST BUDDHIST MIDDLE BAHAL NEPAL

2428 Sharma, N. This is Nepal. Kathmandu: Sahaj Prakashan; 1977. QUE

2429 Sharma, P.R., Ed. An Introduction to Hanuman Dhoka, Kathmandu. Kathmandu: Institute of Nepalese and Asian Studies; 1975. HIST MID ARCHITECTURE NEPAL


HIST LANGUAGE MIDDLE NEPAL

HISTORY MIDDLE NEPAL

HIST MODERN MIDDLE

HIST MODERN MIDDLE NEPAL TIBET

HIST MODERN MIDDLE

HIST MODERN

HIST MIDDLE

MID HISTORY KUMAON NEPAL

HIST MODERN MIDDLE NEPAL PAN-INDIA

HIST GENERAL KARNALI MIDDLE

HISTORY MIDDLE ART ARCHAEOLOGY

HIST MIDDLE NEPAL

HIST MIDDLE KARNALI

HIST MIDDLE MID NEPAL

HISTORY MIDDLE OVER

NEPAL HIST NUMISMATICS MIDDLE

NEPAL HIST MIDDLE PAKISTAN KASHMIR

HIST MIDDLE TIBET CHINA NEPAL
Wilson, H.H. Notice of Three Tracts Received from Nepal. Asiatic Research: 1828: XVI: 409-449.

HISTORY MIDDLE


RELIGION BUDDHISM NEPAL LITERATURE GEN


ANTHRO MID PABA FOLKLORE

---


HIST MOD INDIA UP NEPAL


HIST MODERN GOVERNMENT


HIST MODERN


HIST MOD NEPAL


HISTORY MODERN NEPAL


HIST MOD NEPAL


HIST MOD NEPAL


HIST MOD NEPAL


HIST MODERN NEPAL


Boardman, Robert and Kunjar M. Sharma. Patterns of Actor Involvement in Foreign Policy Issues: A Comparative Study of Britain and Nepal. Halifax, N.S., Dalhousie University, Centre for Foreign Policy Studies; 1974. HIST MODERN GOVERNMENT


Bourne and Shepherd. Bourne and Shepherd’s Royal Photographic Album of Scenes and Personages Connected with the Progress of HRH, the Prince of Wales through Bengal, the North West Provinces, the Punjub and Nepal, with Some Descriptive Letterpress. Calcutta: Bourne and Shepherd; 1976. TRAVELOGUE HISTORY MODERN OVERVIEW

Bressovitch, Catherine. La Democratie Panchayat du Nepal ou Etude Constitutionnelle. Memoire de DEUG presente a l’Universite de Paris-I, Sciences Juridiques; 1981. HIST MODERN NEPAL


Brownrigg, H.S. Routes in Nepal, Bhutan Tibet, Sikkim, Burma and Between Assam and Burma. Calcutta: 1878. GEOGRAPHY HISTORY MODERN

Buchanan, W.J. In The Footsteps of Hooker through Sikkim and Nepal; A Centenary Tribute. Bengal Past and Present; 1917; 14: 252-274. HIST MODERN GEOG INDIA TRAVELOGUE

Buhler, G. The Discovery of Buddha’s Birthplace. Journal of the Royal Society of Great Britain and Ireland: 1897; 429-433. HIST MODERN NEPAL

Burrard, S.G. Exploration in Tibet and Neighboring Regions. Record of the Survey of India; 1865-1879; 8(1); Dehra Dun: 1915; 1879-1892; 8(2). TRAVELOGUE MAP HIST MODERN NEPAL


Campbell, Dr. Papers on the Relations with Sikhim and Nepal. The Oriental; January 1874. QUE HIST MODERN INDIA SIKKIM


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2543</td>
<td>Maharaja Shumsher Jung Bahadur Rana’s Appeal to the People of Nepal</td>
<td>Chandra Shumsher Jung, Maharaja of Nepal.</td>
<td>For the Emancipation of Slaves and Abolition of Slavery in the Country: Kathmandu: 1925. Historically Modern Nepal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Dharamdasani, M.D. Democratic Experiment in Nepal: India’s Role and Attitude. India: South Asian Studies; 1974; 9(1/2): 27-47.


2577
HIST MODERN NEPAL TIBET

2578
Divasa, Tulasi, Eds. Seven Poets. Kathmandu: Royal Nepal Academy; 1975. LITERATURE MODERN NEPAL

2579

2580

2581

2582

2583

2584
East India Company. Papers Regarding the Administration of the Marquis of Hastings in India. Following: Papers respecting the Nepaul War. London: (East India Company): 1824. HIST MODERN NEPAL

2585

2586
Eden, A. Political Missions to Bootan, comprising the reports of the Hon'ble Ashley Eden: 1864; Capt. R.R. Pemberton, 1837, 1838, with Dr. W. Griffith's journal; and the account by Baboo Kishen Kant Bose. New Delhi: Manjusri Publishing House: 1972. HIST MOD NEPAL BHUTAN

2587

2588

2589
Edwards, Daniel W. The Daudaha (Inspection Tour) System Under the Ranas. Contributions to Nepalese Studies; September 1976; 3(2): 7-34. HIST MODERN NEPAL

2590

2591

2592

2593
HIST MOD TRADE NEPAL

HIST MODERN GOVERNMENT

HIST MODERN GOVERNMENT

HIST MODERN GOVERNMENT

HIST MODERN NEPAL UP

HIST MODERN NEPAL UP

HIST MODERN INDIA

HIST MODERN INDIA SIKKIM BHUTAN NEPAL

HIST MODERN DEVELOPMENT TOURISM

HIST MODERN TERAI

HIST MOD ECONOMICS

HIST MODERN NEPAL

HIST NEPAL BRITAIN MODERN

HIST NEPAL BRITAIN MODERN

HIST NEPAL MODERN EDUCATION

HISTORY ANTHRO GOVERNMENT MODERN

HISTORY MODERN NEPAL OVER MULT

HIST MODERN NEPAL

HIST MODERN


Handley, Constance. Nepal, Forbidden and Tempting. Asia; December 1934; 38(10): 606-609. HIST MOD


Hodgson, B.H. Route from Kathmandu, in Nepal, to Tazedo on the Chinese Frontier, with some Occasional Allusions to the Manners and Customs of the Bhotias by Amir, a Cashmire-Bhotiah by Birth. Asiatic Research: 1832: XVII: 513-534. HIST MODERN TRADE ANTHRO HIGH BHOT


Hodgson, B.H. On the Administration of Justice in Nepal, with Some Account of the Several Courts, Extents of Their Jurisdiction, and Modes of Procedure. Asiatic Research; 1836; 20: 94-134. HIST MODERN ANTHRO LEGAL MULT OVER

His Majesty’s Government of Nepal: organization charts of the executive, the judiciary and other official bodies and list of zonal and district personnel. Kathmandu: prepared by the American Embassy: 1967 21 September. HIST MOD GOVT


Kant, Rama. Nepal and Indian revolt of 1857. Political Science Review; 1965 October: IV(2); 71-80. HIST MOD


2684 King, T. The Nepal - Tibet controversy. China Critic: 1930 1st May: III(18); 414-416. HIST MOD


2686 Kirkpatrick, W. An Account of the Kingdom of Nepal Being the Substance of Observations Made During a Mission to that Country in the Year 1793. London: W. Miller; 1811. NEPAL HIST MODERN KATHMANDU OVER MULT


2690 Krishnamurti, Y.G. His Majesty King Mahendra Bir Bikram Shah Deva (An Analytical Biography). Bombay: n.d. HIST MODERN NEPAL

2691 Krishnamurti, Y.G. Political Ideology of King Mahendra. Delhi: Adi Shakti Literary Foundation; 197?. HIST MODERN NEPAL


2693 Kumar, D.P. Nepal: Year of Decision. New Delhi: Vikas; 1980. HISTORY MODERN OPPOSITION GOVERNMENT


2700 Lall, K. Nepalese Fairy Tales. Kathmandu: Sahayogi Prakashan; 1978. FOLKLORE OVER MULT


HIST MODERN GOVERNMENT FOREIGN

HIST MOD GOVERNMENT

HIST MOD GOVERNMENT

HIST MODERN GOVERNMENT NEPAL

HIST MODERN ANTHRO SOCIAL RELIG MID TIBB NEWAR

HIST MODERN TRAVELOGUE

HIST MOD GOVERNMENT

HIST MODERN TIBET NEPAL

HIST MODERN

HIST MODERN

HIST MODERN

MOD HIST

HIST MODERN

HIST GENERAL ANCIENT MIDDLE MODERN

HIST MODERN

HIST MOD GOVT

HIST MODERN NEPAL

HIST MODERN NEPAL

HIST MODERN FOREIGN INDIA ECONOMY
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<td>Geographical Magazine; June 1962; 35: 75-82.</td>
<td>ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3452</td>
<td>Hartwell, J.R. Turins of the Korram.</td>
<td>Eastern World; August 1947; 1: 6-7.</td>
<td>ANTHRO PAKISTAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3454</td>
<td>Hayward, G.W. Journey from Leh to Yarkand and Kashgar and Explorations of the Sources of the Yarkand River.</td>
<td>Journal of the Royal Geographic Society; 1870; 40: 33-166.</td>
<td>GEOG TRAVEL INDIA PAKISTAN HIGH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GEOG PAKISTAN

Heavenly Hunza. Pakistan Quarterly; 1969; 16(1-4): 81-86.
GEOG

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY PAN-INDIA MULT OVER

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA PAKISTAN OVER MULT

ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN

ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA PAKISTAN HIGH

GEOG

GEOGRAPHY INDIA PAKISTAN NEPAL BHUTAN

GEOG ECOLOGY

Inayat-Ur-Rahman. Folk Tales of Swat (Reports and Memoirs No.13, 1.). Rome: Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente; 1968.
ANTHRO FOLKLORE PAKISTAN MARG OVER

ANTHRO MARG OVER

GEOG PAKISTAN ANTHRO ETHNOG

ANTHRO ETHNOG SOCIAL PAKISTAN

ANTHRO ECONOMY ETHNOG PAKISTAN

ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN

ANTHRO PAKISTAN RELIG

ANTHRO ECONOMY FOOD PAKISTAN

ANTHRO ETHNOG DARDISTAN PAKISTAN

ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN

ANTHRO RELIG KAFIRISTAN PAKISTAN
ANTHRO PAKISTAN THEO

DARDISTAN ANTHRO ETHNOG

ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN

ANTHRO DARDISTAN

ANTHRO RELIG MARG OVER PAKISTAN

ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN

ANTHRO RELIG PAKISTAN

ANTHRO RELIGION KAFIR PAKISTAN

ANTHRO ETHNOG HISTORY GEN PAKISTAN MARG OVER

ANTHRO PAKISTAN RELIG KAFIR

ANTHRO PAKISTAN

ANTHRO PAKISTAN

ANTHRO GENDER PAN-INDIA NEPAL PAKISTAN TIBET

ANTHRO ETHNOG

GEOG

GEOG

LITERATURE MID RELIG INDIA PAKISTAN

LITERATURE MID RELIG INDIA PAKISTAN

LITERATURE MID RELIG INDIA PAKISTAN
ANTHRO KINSHIP SOCIAL PAKISTAN

FOLKLORE LITERATURE INDIA PAKISTAN

Pakistan ANTHRO FOLKLORE

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA PAKISTAN LADAKH OVER

Leitner, G.W. The Languages and Races of Dardistan. Lahore: Govt. Central Book Depot; 1877.
ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN

Leitner, G.W. On the Science of Language and Ethnography with General Reference to the Language and Customs of the People of Hunza. 1890.
ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN

RELIG INDIA PAKISTAN

ANTHRO SOCIAL ISLAM NEPAL PAKISTAN ASSIMILATION MULT OVER

Pakistan ANTHRO

LITERATURE FOLKLORE PAKISTAN

RELIG HIGH INDIA PAKISTAN ANTHRO FOLKLORE

ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN

GEOG PAKISTAN

Pakistan ANTHRO MARG MID

ANTHRO PAKISTAN ETHNO KAFIRISTAN KAFIR

GEOG PAKISTAN

GEOG PAKISTAN

3515 Mehra, P.N. Kaghan Valley. Modern Review; 1944; 75: 361-365. GEOG PAKISTAN


3520 Motamedi, A.A. Some Notes on the Mythology of the Kafirs on the Hindukush. Afghanistan; December 1957; 12(4): 7-12. ANTHRO MYTH PAKISTAN


3524 Non-Pathan Tribes of the Valley of Hindu Kush. Journal of the Royal Central Asian Society; 1934; 3: 305-308. ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN

3525 Nuristani, Muhammad Alam. The Waigal Horn Chair. Man; 1971; 6(3): 486-487. ANTHRO PAKISTAN


3529 Picturesque Kaghan. Pakistan Quarterly; January 1952; 2: 46-51. GEOG


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3537</td>
<td>Robertson, George Scott. Kafiristan and its People. Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland; 1898; 27; 75-89. ANTHRO ETHNOG GEOG PAKISTAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3538</td>
<td>Robertson, George Scott. Kafiristan; Its Manners and Customs. Journal of the Society of the Arts; 1897; 45: 573-581. ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3540</td>
<td>Schomberg, R.C.F. Yarkhum Valley of Upper Chitral. Scottish Geographical Magazine; 1934; 50: 209-211. GEOG PAKISTAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3543</td>
<td>Sheikh, A.H. Medicinal Plants of Kaghan Valley. Proceedings 3rd Pakistan Science Conference; 1951. ANTHRO MEDICINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3544</td>
<td>Shor, F.; Shor, J. At World's End in Hunza. National Geographical Magazine; October 1953; 104: 485-518. GEOG PAKISTAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3545</td>
<td>Siddiqi, M. Idris. Kafir Gods and Shrines. Museums Journal of Pakistan; March 1965; 17; 30-42. ANTHRO RELIG MARG OVER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANTHRO ETHNOG ECONOMY PAKISTAN DARDISTAN

ANTHRO ECONOMY RELIG

PAKISTAN ANTHRO ECONOMY

ANTHRO RELIG

3557 Snoy, Peter. Last Pagans of the Hindukush. Natural History; 1959; 68(9): 520-539.
ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN

ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN

ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN

ANTHRO ECONOMY

GEOGRAPHY INDIA PAKISTAN OVER

GEOLOGY ANTHRO PALEONTOLOGY PAKISTAN OVER

ANTHRO RELIG MARG PAKISTAN

ANTHRO SOCIAL PAKISTAN

ANTHRO PAKISTAN

LITERATURE MID RELIG INDIA PAKISTAN OVER

GEOG


ANTHRO FOLKLORE OVER MULT INDIA PAKISTAN RELIG
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Page Range</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wahid, S.A.</td>
<td>Kaghan Valley—Land of Classic Beauty. Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Forestry; 1951; 1(2).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, I.; Bothwell, J.</td>
<td>Fun and Festival from India, Pakistan, Ceylon and Nepal, with material on Nepal by Jonathan Lindell. Rev. ed. with 44 ill. New York: Friendship Press; 1963.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RELIGION OVER MULT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kashmir Himalayan Region</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atkinson, E.T.</td>
<td>Gazetteer of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh Himalayan Districts, Allahabad; 1882: 10; Reprinted: 1974.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GEOGRAPHY INDIA KASHMIR HIMACHAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aziz, Barbara Nimri.</td>
<td>A Pilgrimage to Amarnath -- The Hindu's Search for Immortality. Kailash; 1982; 9(2,3): 121-138.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANTHRO RELIG PAHA HIGH INDIA JAMMU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamzai, P.N.K.</td>
<td>Ladakh and its People. March of India; December 1959; 11(12): 36-41.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANTHRO ETHNOG HIGH BHOT INDIA KASHMIR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA JAMMU SUB

GEOGRAPHY KASHMIR PAKISTAN

KASHMIR GILGIT PAKISTAN INDIA MARG ANTHRO ETHNOG

ANTHRO RELIG BHOT HIGH INDIA KASHMIR

RELIG LITERATURE INDIA OVER

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY INDIA OVER

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY OVER MULT

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY OVER MULT

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY OVER MULT

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY OVER MULT

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY OVER MULT

GEOGRAPHY INDIA PAKISTAN MID

RELIGION INDIA

ANTHRO ETHNOG MARG OVER PAKISTAN INDIA JAMMU

GEOGRAPHY PAKISTAN INDIA KASHMIR

RELIGION BUDDHISM ANTHRO TIBB HIST NEWAR MID GENERAL

ANTHRO ETHNOG OVER INDIA MULT HIST GENERAL

LADAKH INDIA ANTHRO HIGH
3606 Crooke, W. Natives of Northern India. London: Constable; 1907.  
HIST GEN JAMMU PAKISTAN ANTHRO

3607 Crooke, W. The North-Western Provinces of India. Their History, Ethnology and Administration. London: Methuen; 1897.  
HIST GEN JAMMU PAKISTAN ANTHRO MULT OVER

(Reprinted in 1970).  
HISTORY GENERAL INDIA PAKISTAN OVER GEOG

KASHMIR LADAKH

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA JAMMU SUB

FOLKLORE INDIA PAKISTAN

ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN INDIA KASHMIR

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA PAK MULT KASHMIR

RELIGION INDIA HINDUISM

GEOGRAPHY INDIA PAKISTAN

FOLKLORE INDIA PAKISTAN

INDIA KASHMIR MULT

ANTHRO ETHNOG KASHMIR PAKISTAN MULT OVER

ARCHITECTURE INDIA ANTHRO HIGH BHOT ETHNOG

GEOGRAPHY INDIA LADAKH

GEOGRAPHY INDIA PAKISTAN OVER

ANTHRO ART OVERVIEW TIBET KASHMIR

3623 Eickstedt, Egon V. The Races and Types of the Western and Central Himalayas. Man in India; 1926; 6(4).  
ANTHRO ETHNIC PAKISTAN INDIA UP HP JAMMU MULT OVER

GEOLOGY ANTHRO PALEONTOLOGY INDIA PAKISTAN OVER

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA PAKISTAN OVER

GEOGRAPHY NEPAL

ANTHRO ETHNOG MUSL LADAKH GENERAL

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA LADAKH

FOLKLORE INDIA LADAKH

3632 Francke, August Hermann. Ladakhi Songs. Leh; 1899-1902.
FOLKLORE INDIA LADAKH MUSIC BHOT HIGH

RELG INDIA

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA GOVERNMENT

ANTHRO ETHNOG HIST GENERAL INDIA PAKISTAN OVER

3636 Jammu & Kashmir Govt. Laws; being a collection of all the enactments, whether passed by the Fraja Sabha and assented to by His Highness the Maharaja Bahadur or made and issued by His Highness and in force in the Jammu & Kashmir State. Jammu: Ranbir Govt. Press: 1941: 3 vols.
ANTHRO ETHNOG GOVERNMENT

ANTHRO ETHNOG RELIG ART OVER

GEOGRAPHY INDIA KASHMIR OVER

FOLKLORE INDIA PAKISTAN KASHMIR

GEOLOGY ANTHRO PALEONTOLOGY

ANTHRO MUSIC INDIA LADAKH HIGH BHOT BUDDHIST


ANTHRO ETHNOG BHOT HIGH INDIA LADAKH

ANTHRO MYTH SYMBOLIC PSYCHOLOGY BHOT HIGH INDIA

FOLKLORE INDIA JAMMU AND KASHMIR

KASHMIR ANTHRO SOCIAL INDIA

INDIA PAKISTAN OVER

RELIG INDIA PAKISTAN HIST MID

RELIG INDIA PAKISTAN HIST MID

Kaul, Samvit S. Blessings in the Kashmiri Proverbs. Folklore; 1967; 8: 51-54.
ANTHRO RELIG FOLKLORE MARG MID INDIA KASHMIR

HISTORY RELIGION NATIONALISM GENERAL

RELIGION INDIA PAKISTAN KASHMIR OVER

FOLKLORE INDIA PAKISTAN

FOLKLORE INDIA UP OVER MULT

HISTORY RELIGION SUFISM SAINTS INDIA GENERAL MUGHAL

HISTORY GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY OVER ETHNOG

Littledale, George R. Journey across Tibet from North to South and West to Ladakh. Geographic Journal; 1896.
GEOG TRAVELOGUE INDIA HIGH

ANTHRO ETHNOG MID MARG KASHMIR INDIA PAKISTAN

ANTHRO THEORY INDIA PAKISTAN

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA MID
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher/Editor</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memorandum on the Nanga Parbat and Other Snowy Mountains of the Himalaya</td>
<td>Montgomerie, T.G.</td>
<td>Indian Institute of Advanced Study; 1969; 101-105.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorandum Drawn Up by the Order of Col. A. Scott</td>
<td>Montgomerie, T.G.</td>
<td>Dehradun: Survey of India, Trigonometrical Branch; 1909.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorandum Drawn Up by the Order of Col. A. Scott</td>
<td>Montgomerie, T.G.</td>
<td>Dehradun: Survey of India, Trigonometrical Branch; 1909.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorandum Drawn Up by the Order of Col. A. Scott</td>
<td>Montgomerie, T.G.</td>
<td>Dehradun: Survey of India, Trigonometrical Branch; 1909.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


GEOGRAPHY INDIA HIST MOD


GEO INDIA PAKISTAN OVER


GEOG INDIA


INDIA MARG ANTHRO ETHNOG


FOLKLORE INDIA


INDIA PAKISTAN OVER


LITERATURE MUSIC GENERAL FOLKLORE RELIG INDIA


ANTHRO PALEONTOLOGY ARCHAEOLOGY INDIA


HISTORY ANCIENT ARCHAEOLOGY INDIA PAKISTAN


ANTHRO ART BHOT HIGH INDIA


ANTHRO RELIG BHOT HIGH INDIA KASHMIR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal/Sources</th>
<th>Page Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3771</td>
<td>Satyarthi, Devendra</td>
<td>Gaddi Folk-songs</td>
<td>March of India; 1952; 5(2): 46-51.</td>
<td>INDIA HP PAHA MUSIC ANTHRO FOLKLORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3772</td>
<td>Shashi, Shyam Singh</td>
<td>Gaddi Women of Himachal</td>
<td>Hindustan Times; 25 March 1973-suppl.; 8.</td>
<td>ANTHRO ETHNOG PAHA MID INDIA HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3773</td>
<td>Shashi, Shyam Singh</td>
<td>Social Structure, Ecology, Economy of the Gaddis in Himachal Pradesh</td>
<td>New Delhi: Research Foundation ; 1967.</td>
<td>ANTHRO ETHNOG PAHA MID INDIA HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3774</td>
<td>Shashi, Shyam Singh</td>
<td>The Gaddi Tribe of Himachal Pradesh: A sociological study</td>
<td>New Delhi: Sterling; 1977.</td>
<td>ANTHRO ETHNOG PAHA MID INDIA HP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3775</td>
<td>Shashi, Shyam Singh</td>
<td>Folk Songs and Dances of the Gaddis</td>
<td>Folklore; Mar. 1970; 11(3): 91-4.</td>
<td>ANTHRO FOLKLORE INDIA HP PAHA OVER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3776</td>
<td>Tripathi, Chandra Bhal.</td>
<td>Gaddis of Bharmaur</td>
<td>Vanyajati; July 1967; 15(3): 120-32.</td>
<td>ANTHRO ETHNOG PAHA MID INDIA UP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3778</td>
<td>Amir, Hasan</td>
<td>The Social Profiles of a Border Tharu Village</td>
<td>Man In India; October-December 1968; 48(4): 357-363.</td>
<td>ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA UP SUB MARG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3779</td>
<td>Basu, S.K.</td>
<td>P.T.C. Sensitivity Among the Rana Tharu Thakurs of Chandan Chowki (Uttar Pradesh)</td>
<td>Man In India; October-December 1968; 48(4): 269-76.</td>
<td>ANTHRO PHYSICAL INDIA UP SUB MARG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3781</td>
<td>Basu, Salil Kumar</td>
<td>Ftc sensitivity among the Rana Tharu Thakurs of Chandan Chowki (Uttar Pradesh)</td>
<td>Man In India; Oct.-Dec. 1968; 48(4): 357-63.</td>
<td>ANTHRO PHYSICAL INDIA UP SUB MARG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3785</td>
<td>Hari Dev.</td>
<td>Birth Customs amongst the Tharus.</td>
<td>Man In India; Apr.-Sept. 1932; 12(2-3): 116-60.</td>
<td>ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA UP MARG SUB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table rows are sorted by ID number.


3819 Andreas, J.M. Culture and Habitat in the Central Himalayas. Ph.D. Dissertation: University of California, Berkeley; 1966. GEOG ANTHRO ECONOMY PAHA MID INDIA UP


3822 Atkinson, E.T. The Himalayan Districts of the North-Western Provinces of India. Volumes 1,2 & 3. Allahabad: North-Western Provinces and Oudh: Govt. Press. 1882, 1884 and 1886. HISTORY MODERN INDIA UTTAR PRADESH HIMACHAL PAHAR

3824 Bahadur, K.P. Folk tales of Uttar Pradesh. New Delhi: Sterling; 1972. FOLKLORE INDIA UP OVER MULT

3825 Banerjee, Malay Kumar and Dilip Kumar Banerjee. ABO blood groups among the Jaunsaria. Man In India; Apr.-June 1967; 47(2): 133-8. ANTHRO PHYSICAL INDIA UP MULT MID

3826 Banuri. University of Delhi, Agro-Economic Research Centre; 1960. HIMACHAL PRADeSH KANGRA DISTRICT ANTHRO ECONOMY AGRICULTURE INDIA MID MARG VILLAGE TEA


3829 Basu, N.B. The Ahirs: Are They a Tribe? Bulletin of the Tribal Research Institute, Chhindwara; 1957; 1(3): 43. SUB PAHA PUNJAB ETHNIC ANTHRO INDIA


3840 Berreman, G.D. Sib and Clan Among the Pahari of North-India. Ethnology; 1962; 1(4): 524-532. ANTHRO KINSHIP MID PAHA INDIA UP


3843 Bhatnager, S.M. A Chamba Folk Tale: Kundan-Ki-Sain. Folklore; 1966; 7: 44-46. ANTHRO FOLKLORE INDIA HP MID PAHA
ANTHRO SOCIAL INDIA UP MID TIBB RSC

ANTHRO PHYSICAL OVER MULTI INDIA UP

ANTHRO KINSHIP INDIA UP MID TIBB RSC

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA UP MID TIBB RSC

PAHA UP INDIA LANGUAGE

GEOGRAPHY INDIA HIMACHAL PRADESH

ANTHRO RELIG MID PAHA INDIA HP

MON KHMER INDIA UP

ANTHRO ETHNIC OVER MULTI HIMACHAL UP NEPAL

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA UTTAR PRADESH

INDIA UP LANGUAGE PAHA

GEOGRAPHY INDIA HIMACHAL PRADESH

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA UP HIGH BHOT

ANTHRO PHYSICAL INDIA UP HIGH BHOT

ANTHRO ETHNIC ETHNOG INDIA MARG UP

INDIA UP PUNJAB ETHNOG ANTHRO PAHA

GEOGRAPHY INDIA HIMACHAL PRADESH

ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER INDIA UP


Eickstedt, Egon V. The Races and Types of the Western and Central Himalayas. Man in India; 1926; 6(4).

Fraser, J.B. Journal of a Tour Through Parts of the Snowy Ranges of the Himalaya Mountains and to the Sources of Rivers Yumna and Ganges. London; 1820.


Hamilton, Walter. The East India Gazetteer Containing Particular Description of Hindostan and the Adjacent Countries, India Beyond the Ganges. London; 1815.


ANTHRO ECONOMY SUB INDIA UP MARG DISS

ANTHRO ECONOMY SUB INDIA UP DISS MULT

ANTHRO KINSHIP SOCIAL PAKISTAN

FOLKLORE INDIA UP OVER MULT


FOLKLORE INDIA UP OVER MULT

VILLAGE INDIA HIMACHAL PRADESH SUB MARG ANTHRO ECONOMY ETHNOG

3905 Pathian. University of Delhi, Agro-Economic Research Centre; 1961
INDIA HIMACHAL PRADESH KANGRA DISTRICT AGRICULTURE VILLAGE ECONOMY ANTHRO SUB MARG

ANTHRO ECONOMY SUB INDIA UP DISS MULT

AGRICULTURE INDIA HP

3908 Majumdar, Dhirendra Nath. Some Aspects of the Cultural Life of the Khasas of the Cis-Himalayan Region. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal; 1940; 6(1): 1-44.
ANTHRO ETHNO PAHA MID INDIA HP

ANTHRO ETHNO PAHA MID INDIA HP

ANTHRO KINSHIP INDIA UP SUB MARG MULT OVER

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY INDIA UP HIGH BHOT

ANTHRO KINSHIP INDIA UP SUB MARG MULT OVER

ANTHRO KINSHIP INDIA UP SUB MARG MULT OVER

ANTHRO PHYSICAL INDIA UP PAHA OVER
3915  Manali Khas. University of Delhi, Agro-Economic Research Centre; 1960. INDIA HIMACHAL PRADESH VILLAGE RAJPUT ETHNOG ANTHRO MID MARG KANGRA DISTRICT

3916  Mason, Kenneth. Routes in the Western Himalaya. Calcutta: 1929. ANTHRO ECONOMY TRADE INDIA JAMMU HP

3917  McDonell, J.C. A Trip Through Chamba. Indian Forester: 1862-1863; 8: 35-38, 168-171, 272-274. GEOGRAPHY INDIA HIMACHAL PRADESH MID


3921  Mohal. University of Delhi, Agro-Economic Research Centre; 1960. INDIA HIMACHAL PRADESH KANGRA DISTRICT RAJPUT ANTHRO VILLAGE ECONOMY ETHNOG MARG MID

3922  Montgomerie, T.G. Memorandum Drawn Up by the Order of Col. A. Scott, Engineer, Surveyor general of India, on the Progress of the Kashmir Series of the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, with Map and Observations on the Late Conquest of Gilgit and Other Incidental Matters. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal: 1861; 30: 99-110. GEOGRAPHY HISTORY MODERN INDIA KASHMIR


3925  Negi, Thakur Sen. Scheduled Tribes of Himachal Pradesh a Profile. Simla: Negi; 1976. ANTHRO ETHNOG OVER MULT INDIA HP


3931  Pangtey, Govind Singh. Scheduled Tribes in U.P. Hindustan Times; 27 November 1969; 9. ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MULT OVER INDIA UP


3933  Panna, Lall. An Enquiry into the Birth and Marriage Customs of the Khasiyas and the Bhotiyas of Almora district, U.P. Indian Antiquary. 1911 July: XL: 190. ANTHRO RITUAL MULT INDIA UF RELIG OVER BHOT


3936 Ramasubramanian, N. Kinship Terms of Shuou: Kinship Terms of Chitkhuhi. Kurukshetra University. MID INDIA HP TIBB ANTHRO

3937 Ramesh Chandra. Tuples and Forms of Marriage in a Kinnaur Village. Man in India; April-June 1973; 53(2): 135-52. ANTHRO KINSHIP INDIA HP PAHA MID


3939 Randhawa, M.S. Gods and Goddesses of Kulu. March of India; 5(2): 40-45. ANTHRO RELIG INDIA HP PAHA OVER


3944 Saksena, R.N. Social Economy of a Polyandrous People. Agra: Institute of Social Sciences, Agra University; 1956. ANTHRO ECONOMY SUB MARG INDIA UP


3946 Sanwal, R.D. Bridewealth and Marriage Stability among the Khase of Kumaon. Man; JRAI; 1966; 1: 46-59. ANTHRO SOCIAL MID PAHA INDIA UP


3949 Seethalakshmi, K.A. Folk tales of Himachal Pradesh. New Delhi: Sterling; 1972. ANTHRO FOLKLORE INDIA HP MALT OVER


Sender, Henriette M. The Kashmiri Brahmins (Pandits) up to 1930: Cultural Change in the Cities of North India. Madison: University of Wisconsin; 1981.

HISTORY INDIA KASHMIR MODERN MIGRATION


ANTHRO ETHNOG HIMACHAL PRADESH INDIA MAHASU DISTRICT VILLAGE


ANTHRO ETHNOG MID PAHAR MULU INDIA


ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MARG INDIA HP


INDIA UP


ANTHRO ETHNOG MULU OVER INDIA


ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MARG INDIA


ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MARG INDIA


SOCIAL INDIA UP MULU OVER


SOCIAL INDIA UP MULU OVER

Shuttleworth, H.L. People of the Punjab Himalaya. Man; 1902; 34(71).

ANTHRO ETHNOG MULU OVER INDIA


ANTHRO PHYSICAL PAHAR MID INDIA UP


ECOLOGY INDIA UP


ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY MULU OVER INDIA


ANTHRO RELIG INDIA HP MULU


RELIB INDIA HP MULU


ANTHRO ECONOMY MULU OVER INDIA


ANTHRO ECONOMY MULU OVER INDIA


ANTHRO RELIG BHOT HP HIGH INDIA HP BON

Smetacek, F. A Socio-Economic and Ecological Assessment of the Lake Region of the Kumaon Himalayas. SAVE (Society for Appeal for the Vanishing Environments): September, 1975.

ECOLOGY INDIA UP
Smetacek, F. Ecology of Kumaon Hills. Indian Environment; December, 1974


3990
ANTHRO ETHNOG HIGH INDIA UP BSHOT

3991
ANTHRO ETHNOG HIGH INDIA UP BSHOT

3992
ANTHRO SOCIAL PAHA MID INDIA UP

3993
ANTHRO SOCIAL PAHA MID INDIA UP

3994
ANTHRO SOCIAL PAHA MID INDIA UP

3995
ANTHRO ETHNOG HIGH BSHOT INDIA UP

3996
ANTHRO ETHNOG HIGH BSHOT INDIA UP

3997
ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MARG INDIA UP

3998
ANTHRO RELIG OVER RSC INDIA HF

North-Central and North-Eastern Indian Himalayan Region (Bihar, Bengal, Assam, Nagaland, Arunachal Pradesh, Sikkim)

Major Ethnic Groups

ABOR (ADI)

3999
ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB INDIA ASSAM AF

4000
ANTHRO ETHNOG MID INDIA AF TIBB

4001
GEOGRAPHY ASSAM INDIA

4002
ANTHRO PHYSICAL INDIA MARG SUB

4003
TIIB ASSAM INDIA ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB

4004
SUB TIBB INDIA ETHNOG ANTHRO

4005
ANTHRO POLITICAL INDIA AF MULT OVER

4006
TIIB INDIA ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB ASSAM

4008 Dutta, Parul Chandra. Solung: A Festival of the Adis of NEFA. Shillong: NEFA Administration; 1969. ANTHRO RELIG SUB MARG INDIA AP


4011 Ering, Oshong. Adi Marriage and Divorce. NEFA Information; September 1970; 5(2): 14-17. ANTHRO KINSHIP INDIA AP MARG SUB


4015 Ering, Oshong. Kebang of the Adis. NEFA Information; December 1967; 2(5): 6-10. ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA ASSAM MID TIBB


4020 Ering, Oshong. Traditional way of Administration of Criminal Oath in Adi Society. NEFA Information; April 1971; 5(9): 10-13. ANTHRO POLITICAL INDIA AP MULT OVER


4022 Ganguly, J.B. Sdung: Great Festival of the Adis. NEFA Information; September 1971; 6(4): 17-21. ANTHRO ETHNOG RELIG INDIA AP MARG SUB

4023 Gao, Talom. Adi and not Abor. NEFA Information; December 1968; 3(5): 27-9. ANTHRO ETHNIC SUB ASSAM INDIA


4026 Gohain, B.C. Agricultural organization among the Abor. Bulletin of the Department of Anthropology; July 1954; 3(2): 34-47. ANTHRO ECONOMY SUB MARG INDIA AP

4027 Goswami, Praphulla Datta. Abor tales. Man In India; July-December 1949; 29(3-4): 209-11. FOLKLORE INDIA AP

ASSAM TIBB INDIA KINSHIP SUB ANTHRO

Burling, Robbins. Garo cross-cousin marriage. Man In India; July 1958; 58: 115-16.

ANTHRO KINSHIP SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM


ANTHRO TIBB INDIA ASSAM SUB


ANTHRO KINSHIP SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM


ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM


ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM


ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM


ANTHRO TIBB SUB ASSAM POLITICAL INDIA


INDIA TIBB ANTHRO SUB ASSAM MARRIAGE


GEOGRAPHY INDIA ASSAM


ANTHRO TIBB INDIA ASSAM SUB


ANTHRO SOCIAL ASSAM INDIA SUB MARG


ANTHRO SOCIAL ASSAM INDIA SUB MARG

Goswami, M.C.; Majumdar, D.N. A Study of Social Attitudes Among the Garo. Man In India; 1968; 48: 55-70.

ANTHRO SUB MARG ASSAM


LANGUAGE MULT NEFA ASSAM

Hodson, Thomas Callan. Garo Marriages. Folklore; 1921; 32: 133-5, 273.

ANTHRO KINSHIP SUB TIBB ASSAM

Hodson, Thomas Callan. The Garo and the Khasi Marriage Systems Contrasted. Man In India; 1921; 1: 106-27.

ANTHRO KINSHIP OVER MULT ASSAM


ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA ASSAM SUB MARG
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pakrasi, Kanti Bhushan, and B.M. Das.</td>
<td>An Anthropological Study of the Plains Mandes (Garos) of Assam. Man In India; Apr.-June 1956; 36(2): 100-9.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4084  Rongmuthu, Dewanshingh Shangma. The epic lore of the Garos. Gauhati: Department of Tribal Culture and Folklore Research, University of Gauhati; 1967. FOLKLORE INDIA ASSAM SUB MARG

4085  Rongmuthu, Dewanshingh Shangma. The Folktales of the Garos. Gauhati: Department of Publications, University of Gauhati; 1960. FOLKLORE INDIA ASSAM SUB MARG

4086  Rongmuthy, Singh. A Traditional Account of the Garos. Journal of the Assam Research Society; 1933; 1: 54-60. ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB ASSAM SUB

4087  Rose, H.A. Garo Marriages. Folk Lore; 1936; 47: 375-93. TIBB ANTHRO SUB ASSAM INDIA


4090  Stoddard, I.J. The Garos. Indian Antiquary; 1873; 2: 336-7. ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB INDIA ASSAM TIBB

4091  Stonor, C.R. The Use of a Model Bellows and Model Tiger to Cure Throat-sickness among the Garos of Assam. Man In India; July-Sept. 1948; 28(3): 179-80. ANTHRO MEDICAL INDIA SUB MARG


4094  Bhattacharya, Umasaday. Local government in Khari Hills. Delhi: Vivek; 1980. ANTHRO SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM

4095  Bhattacharjee, P.N. Sero-genetical Study of the Khasis and their Genetic Relationship. Eastern Anthropologist; Apr.-June 1975; 28(2): 171-7. ANTHRO PHYSICAL INDIA ASSAM MARG


KHASI


4094  Bhattacharya, Umasaday. Local government in Khari Hills. Delhi: Vivek; 1980. ANTHRO SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM

4095  Bhattacharjee, P.N. Sero-genetical Study of the Khasis and their Genetic Relationship. Eastern Anthropologist; Apr.-June 1975; 28(2): 171-7. ANTHRO PHYSICAL INDIA ASSAM MARG


ANTHRO RELIG SUB MARG INDIA ASIA MEGHALAYA

ANTHRO KINSHIP MARG SUB INDIA ASSAM MEGH

FOLKLORE INDIA ASSAM SUB MARG

FOLKLORE INDIA ASSAM SUB MARG

ANTHRO FOLKLORE SUB MARG INDIA MEGHALAYA

FOLKLORE INDIA ASSAM SUB MARG

4127 Roy, David. The Place of the Khasi in the World. Man In India; Apr.-Sept. 1938; 18(2-3): 122-34.
ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA ASSAM SUB MARG

ANTHRO ECONOMY SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM

ANTHRO SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA ASSAM SUB FOOD

4131 Simon, I.M. Khasi and Jaintia Tales and Beliefs. Gauhati: Department of Tribal Culture & Folklore Research, University of Gauhati; 1966.
FOLKLORE INDIA ASSAM MARG

ANTHRO SOCIAL SUB MARG INDIA KHASI ASSAM

ANTHRO SOCIAL SUB MARG INDIA KHASI ASSAM

ANTHRO SOCIAL SUB MARG INDIA KHASI

4135 Strickland-Anderson, Lily. Some Notes on the Customs of the Khasi People of Assam. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal; 1924; 20: 149-64.
MARG ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB INDIA MON-KHMER

ANTHRO SOCIAL SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM

ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM AP DISS

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM
ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB BHOT MID

ANTHRO SOCIAL KINSHIP INDIA SIKKIM MID TIBB

ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM LEPCHA

ANTHRO RITUAL RELIGION TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM

ANTHRO PHYSICAL INDIA BENGAL

ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM

4145 Campbell, A. Note on the Lepchas of Sikkim with a Vocabulary of Their Language. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal; 1840; 9(100): 379-393.
TIBB MID INDIA

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA BENGAL TIBB

4147 Chauhan, R.S. The Lepchas of Himalayas. 9th Congress of the Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences; Chicago; 1973.
ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA SIKKIM TIBB

ANTHRO RELIG MID TIBB INDIA SIKKIM LEPCHA

ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB MID INDIA BENGAL

ANTHRO RELIG TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM

ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB MID INDIA

ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB MID INDIA SEX

LITERATURE TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM

ANTHRO RELIGION TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM

ANTHRO TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM

PHYSICAL ANTHRO TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM
4192
GEOGRAPHY INDIA ASSAM MID

NAGA

4193
ASSAM INDIA NAGALAND SUB MARG ANTHRO KOKIMA DISTRICT ETHNOG VILLAGE

4194
ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA ASSAM

4195
Cutting, C.S. Jungle People of Assam: Customs and Ceremonials of the Nagas. Natural History; 1933; 33: 54-65.
SUB ANTHRO TIBB INDIA ETHNOG RITUAL

4196
Furer-Haimendorf, Christoph Von. The Role of Songs in Konyak Culture. Man In India; Mar. 1943; 23(1): 69-82.
ANTHRO MUSIC INDIA ASSAM

4197
ANTHRO ETHNOG

4198
ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA AF SUB MARG

4199
ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA AF SUB MARG

4200
Godden, G.M. Naga and Other Frontier Tribes of North East India. Journal of the Royal Asiatic Institute; 1897-98; 27: 2-51; 1897; 26: 161-201.
ASSAM NAGALAND INDIA TIBB ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB

4201
GEOGRAPHY INDIA ASSAM

4202
Hutton, H.E. Two Angami Naga songs. Man In India; Mar. 1943; 23(1): 6.
FOLKLORE ASSAM

4203
SOCIAL KINSHIP INDIA SUB MARG

4204
AGRICULTURE NAGA INDIA

4205
ANTHRO TIBB INDIA ASSAM SUB

4206
ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA ASSAM MARG SUB

4207
FOLKLORE ASSAM SUB MARG

4208
ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA ASSAM MARG SUB MULT

4209
ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA ASSAM MARG SUB MULT
4210  Mitra, K.P. The Ao Nagas. Man In India; Mar.-June 1924; 4(1-2): 41-62.  ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM


4212  Pakrasi, Kanti Bhushan. The Traditional Story of North of Arlen (Mikir) migration. Man In India; July-Sept. 1954; 34(3): 211-19.  ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA ASSAM SUB MARG


4223  Soppitt, C.A. A Short Account of the Lushai-Kuki Tribes of the North East Frontier (Cachar, Sylhet, Naga Hills etc. and the North Cachar Hills). Shillong: Assam Secretariat Press; 1887.  ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MULT INDIA ASSAM

4224  Stack, Edward. The Mikirs, ed. by Charles Lyall. London: David Nutt; 1908.  ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MARG INDIA AP ASSAM

4225  Woodthorpe, R.G.; Godwin-Austen, H.H. Notes on the Wild Tribes Inhabiting the So-called Naga Hills on our North-East Frontier of India. Journal of the Anthropological Institute; 1882; 11: 56-72, 196-212.  ANTHRO OVER MULT ETHNOG INDIA ASSAM
Other Works

ANTHRO MARG INDIA BIHAR SUB ETHNOG

QUE

ANTHRO ETHNOG AGRICULTURE INDIA MULT OVER

GEOGRAPHY INDIA

ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB INDIA ASSAM MARG

4231 Anderson, J.D. A collection of Kachari folk-tales and rhymes, intended as a supplement to Rev. S. Endle’s Kachari Grammar. Shillong: Assam Secretariat Printing Office; 1895
ANTHRO FOLKLORE INDIA ASSAM SUB MARG

4232 Anonymous. Two Marriage Songs from an Assamese Tribe. Folklore; 1965; 6: 27.
INDIA SUB MARG ASSAM

ANTHRO BHOT RELIGION BUDDHISM SIKKIM QUE

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY INDIA MULT OVER


ANTHRO HIGH BHOT INDIA AP

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA PAKISTAN OVER

ANTHRO HIGH BHOT INDIA AP

4239 Badgley, W.F. The Lushais. IA; 1873; 2: 363-6.
TIBB ASSAM INDIA ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB

ANTHRO HIGH BHOT INDIA AP

ANTHRO HIGH BHOT INDIA AP

GEOGRAPHY INDIA ASSAM OVER MULT

GEOGRAPHY OVER MULT INDIA ASSAM

ANTHRO ETHNOG MID TIBB INDIA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4265</td>
<td>The North/Eastern Frontier of India.</td>
<td>Bell, (Sir) Ch.</td>
<td>Journal of the Central Asiatic Society; 1930; 17: 221-225.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANTHRO FOLKLORE INDIA ASSAM SUB MUSIC ANTHRO FOLKLORE

ANTHRO FOLKLORE SUB AP MARG INDIA

ASSAM NAGALAND INDIA SUB MARG ANTHRO ECONOMY AGRICULTURE VILLAGE

4276 Biswas, J. Jara, A Dafla Village in N.E.F.A. New Delhi: Social Study Unit, Registrar-General of India; 1966.
ANTHRO ETHNOG MID TIBB INDIA AP

ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM

ANTHRO INDIA BENGAL TIBB ETHNOG MID

ANTHRO RELIG MULT OVER INDIA SIKKIM BHUTAN AP

ASSAM INDIA NEFA TIBB ANTHRO ETHNOG

ANTHRO INDIA SUB MARG ECONOMY LAKHIMPUR DISTRICT

ANTHRO INDIA SUB MARG SOCIAL ECONOMY SIBSAGAR DISTRICT

ANTHRO FOLKLORE INDIA ASSAM MULT OVER

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY SUB MULT INDIA

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY INDIA AP ASSAM MULT OVER

ANTHRO ETHNOG HIGH INDIA

ANTHRO TIBB SUB INDIA AP

4288 Brahma, Mohini Mohan. Folk songs of Bodos. Gauhati: Publication Department, Gauhati University; 1961.
ANTHRO FOLKLORE INDIA ASSAM SUB

OVER MULT ANTHRO ETHNOG ASSAM AP

INDIA AP

GEOGRAPHY INDIA

4292 Campbell, A. Routes from Darjeeling to Thibet. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal; 1848; XVII: 468-500.
HIST MODERN TRADE
ANTHRO ETHNIG INDIA SUB MARG

QUE

ANTHRO ECONOMY OVER MULT INDIA AF

ANTHRO ETHNIG INDIA ASSAM MARG SUB

ANTHRO KINSHIP INDIA AF SUB MARG

ANTHRO ETHNIG GEOGRAPHY

4338 Deka, Ranjan. Age of Menarche and Haemoglobin E among the Kachari women of Upper Assam. Man in India; October-December 1976; 56(4): 349-354. ANTHRO PHYSICAL INDIA ASSAM SUB MARG

4339 Demonology in Sikhim Lamaism. The Indian Antiquary; 1894; 23: 197-215.
QUE RELIG BHOT HIGH INDIA SIKKIM

4340 Desani, G.V. Mostly Concerning Kama and her Immortal Lord. Indian Horizons; January 1973; 22(1): 1-44.
RELIGION INDIA ASSAM

ANTHRO RELIG BHOT HIGH INDIA AF

ANTHRO RELIG MID TIBB HIGH INDIA AF

ANTHRO ETHNIG MID TIBB HIGH INDIA AF

ANTHRO ETHNIG MID TIBB HIGH INDIA AF

ANTHRO ETHNIG TIBB MID INDIA AP

ANTHRO POLITICAL SUB MARG INDIA

ANTHRO ETHNIG INDIA SUB MARG

ANTHRO INDIA TIBB QUE ASSAM ETHNOG

ANTHRO ETHNIG TIBB MID INDIA HIGH AF

ANTHRO SOCIAL MULT OVER INDIA AF

ANTHRO ETHNIG MULT OVER INDIA


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4375</td>
<td>Furer-Haimendorf, Christoph Von. Agriculture and Land Tenure among the Apa Tanis. Man In India; Mar. 1946; 26(1): 20-49.</td>
<td>ANTHRO ECONOMY MID TIBB INDIA AP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4376</td>
<td>Furer-Haimendorf, Christoph Von. Notes on Tribal Justice among the Apa Tanis. Man In India; Sept.-Dec. 1946; 26(3-4): 181-95.</td>
<td>ANTHRO POLITICAL INDIA AP TIBB MID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4379</td>
<td>Ghosh, Dipali. Descent and Clan among the Dimasa. Man In India; July-September 1965; 45(3): 185-94.</td>
<td>ANTHRO KINSHIP INDIA ASSAM MARG SUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4385</td>
<td>Gohain, C.B. Khampti Tradition. NEFA Information; May 1971; 5(10): 14-16.</td>
<td>ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA AP MARG SUB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4388</td>
<td>Goswami, B.B. Relationship between Family Size and Agriculture in a Hill Region of Assam. Tribe; December 1970; 7(3): 10-13.</td>
<td>ANTHRO ECONOMY SUB MARG INDIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANTHRO AGRICULTURE SUB INDIA ECONOMY MARG

SOCIAL OVER MUL INDIA AP ASSAM

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY SUB MULT INDIA ASSAM

Goswami, M.C. and Majumdar, D.N. Caste and Occupation in an Assamese Village. Man In India; July-September 1966; 46(3): 191-97.
ANTHRO SOCIAL ECONOMY SUB MARG ASSAM

ANTHRO SOCIAL ASSAM INDIA OVER MULT

ANTHRO AGRICULTURE SUB INDIA ECONOMY MARG

Goswami, P.C. Dispur, a Study in Rural Change in Assam. Agro-Economic Research Centre (Assam); 1967. Man In India; January-March 1968; 48(1): 95.
ANTHRO SOCIAL ECONOMY SUB MARG ASSAM

ANTHRO SOCIAL ECONOMY SUB MARG ASSAM

ANTHRO AGRICULTURE SUB INDIA ECONOMY MARG

FOLKLORE INDIA ASSAM

Goswami, Praphulla Datta. Assamese Proverbs and Aphorisms. Man In India; Apr.-June 1949; 29(2): 92-7.
FOLKLORE INDIA ASSAM

Goswami, Praphulla Datta. Folk literature of Assam. Gauhati: Department of Historical and Antiquarian Studies; 1954.
FOLKLORE INDIA

FOLKLORE INDIA

ANTHRO FOLKLORE SUB MULT

FOLKLORE INDIA ASSAM

FOLKLORE INDIA

FOLKLORE INDIA

ANTHRO SOCIAL ASSAM INDIA SUB MARG

Goswami, Praphulladatta. Assam Folk Tales. Folklore; January 1962; 3(1): 30-36.
ANTHRO FOLKLORE INDIA OVER MULT
Goswami, Praphulladatta. Ballads and Tales of Assam, a Study of the Folklore of Assam. University of Gauhati, Department of Publishing; 1960.
ANTHRO FOLKLORE INDIA OVER MULT

Goswami, Praphulladatta. Spinning and Weaving in Assam. Folklore; December 1964; 5(12): 441-45.
ANTHRO ECONOMY OVER MULT INDIA

ANTHRO RELIG SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM

ANTHRO SOCIAL SUB MARG

ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM

Gupta, Fabrita Kumar. A Note of Some Place Names in Cooch Behar Districts of West Bengal. Folklore; August-September 1976; 17(6-9): 281-300.
GEOGRAPHY INDIA

ANTHRO POLITICAL MULT OVER INDIA AP ASSAM

ANTHRO OVER MULT INDIA NEPA ETHNOG

ANTHRO OVER MULT INDIA ETHNOG

ANTHRO MID TIBB INDIA SIKKIM

QUE

ANTHRO HIGH MULT ETHNOG INDIA CHINA

ANTHRO OVER MULT BENGAL INDIA ETHNOG

ANTHRO OVER MULT BENGAL ETHNOG

Hooker, J.D. Darjeeling, Sikkim Himalaya and Passes Leading into Tibet. Hooker's Journal of Botany; 1850: 2: 11-16.
GEOG INDIA

GEOGRAPHY TRAVEL SIKKIM OVER MULT

ANTHRO RELIGION TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA MARG SUB

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA MARG SUB
ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY INDIA AP MULT OVER

ANTHRO OVER MULT ETHNOG NEFA

ANTHRO FOLKLORE MULT MID INDIA

ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER INDIA AF DISS

GEOG INDIA AF MULT OVER

GEOG INDIA AF MULT OVER

RELIGION SUB INDIA

ANTHRO KINSHIP SUB MARG INDIA AP

ANTHRO OVER MULT INDIA ETHNOG

GEOG INDIA AP

GOVERNMENT INDIA AP

QUE

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA AP MID TIBB

FOLKLORE INDIA UP OVER MULT

QUE

FOLKLORE INDIA ASSAM SUB MARG

ANTHRO ETHNOG MID MULT INDIA

QUE

GEOGRAPHY INDIA SIKKIM MID
HIMAL ANTHRO MULT OVER

GEOGRAPHY INDIA ASSAM MID

GEOGRAPHY INDIA MID ASSAM

ANTHRO KINSHIP MARG SUB INDIA ASSAM

ANTHRO ETHNOG SOCIAL SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM

ANTHRO PHYSICAL INDIA AP OVER MULT

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA ASSAM AP OVER MULT

ANTHRO MULT OVER INDIA ASSAM

ANTHRO ETHNIC SUB MULT INDIA AP ASSAM

ANTHRO ECONOMY SUB MARG INDIA ASSAM AP

ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MULT INDIA

Mehra, Poonam. Socio-Economic and Demographic Profiles of Scheduled Castes and Schedules Tribes of North-East India. Ph.D.: New Delhi: Jawaharlal Nehru University; 1975.
INDIA NEFA ASSAM ANTHRO SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHY CASTE ETHNIC MULT

ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MARG INDIA

ARUNACHAL PRADESH ASSAM ANTHRO ETHNOG OVER MULT

ANTHRO SOCIAL INDIA FAHA SUB

ANTHRO ECONOMY HIGH BHOT INDIA AP

ANTHRO ECONOMY OVER MULT INDIA AP ASSAM
ANTHRO INDIA SUB MARG ECONOMY SOCIAL NOWGONG DISTRICT

4521  Saikia, P.D. Slavery among the Daflas. Journal of the University of Gauhati; 1958; 9(2): 139-43.
ANTHRO SOCIAL MID TIBB INDIA AP

4522  Saikia, P.D. Studies in Dafla Social and Religious Life. Gauhati: Department of Tribal Culture and Folklore Research, University of Gauhati; 1964.
ANTHRO SOCIAL MID TIBB INDIA AP

4523  Sandberg, Graham. An Itinerary of the Route from Sikkim to Lhasa, together with a plan of the Capital of Tibet and a new map of the route from Yamdok to Lhasa. Calcutta: Baptist Mission Press; 1901.
GEOG INDIA

TIBB BENGAL SUB ETHNOG ANTHRO

ANTHRO SOCIAL INDIA AP SUB MARG

ANTHRO MUSIC INDIA AP OVER MULT

4527  Sarkar, Niranjan. So-called Polyandry among the Gallongs. Man In India; Apr.-June 1973; 53(2): 128-34.
ANTHRO KINSHIP INDIA AP SUB MARG

ANTHRO RELIG MULT SUB INDIA

ANTHRO RELIG MULT SUB INDIA

ANTHRO GOVERNMENT INDIA ASSAM SUB MARG

ANTHRO GOVERNMENT INDIA SUB MULT

QUE

ANTHRO OVER MULT ETHNOG

FOLKLORE INDIA ASSAM SUB MARG

ANTHRO RELIG INDIA SUB MARG

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA SUB MARG

ANTHRO SOCIAL MULT OVER INDIA MEGH

ANTHRO SOCIAL INDIA AP SUB MARG
4539 Sen, Lalit Kumar. Family in Four Indian Villages. Man In India; January-March 1965; 45(1): 1-16. SOCIAL ASSAM ANTHRO RELIG MULT SUB INDIA


4542 Sen, Soumen. Ed. Folklore in North East India. New Delhi: Omsons; 1985. ANTHRO AP ASSAM

4543 Shadapen, Namita Catherine. The origin and early history of the Khasi-Synteng people. Calcutta: Firma KLM; 1981. ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA SUB MARG ASSAM

4544 Shakespear, J. Dancing among the hill tribes of Southern Assam. Shillong: Assam Secretariat Press; ND. ANTHRO ASSAM OVER MULT

4545 Sharma Thakur, G.C. The plains tribes of Lakhimpur, Dibrugrh, Sibsagar and Nowgong. Shillong: Tribal Research Institute; 1972. ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA ASSAM SUB MARG


4548 Sharma, R.R.P. The Sherdukpenes. Shillong: Research Department; 1961. ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA AP MID TIBB

4549 Shukla, B.K. The Daflas of the Subansiri Region. Shillong: North-East Frontier Agency; 1959. ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB MID INDIA AP


4552 Sikkim: The Land and Its People. Gangtok: Publicity Department, Govt. of Sikkim: [1964?].


4554 Singh, Indrajit. Gondwana and the Gonds. Universal Publishing; 1944. ANTHRO INDIA BIHAR SUB MARG DRAVIDIAN ETHNOG


4556 Sinha, Raghuvir. The Akas. Shillong: Research Department; 1962. ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA ASSAM SUB MUL TIBB

4557 Skrefsrud, Lars Olson. Møcherne i Assam eg deres Sprog. Nordisk Tidsskrift for Filologi; 1890; 9: 223-36. QUE


4597
ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB BUDDHISM SIKKIM QUE

4598
ANTHRO ETHNOG MID TIBB INDIA

4599
ANTHRO ETHNOG MID TIBB INDIA

4600
ANTHRO SOCIAL KINSHIP INDIA SIKKIM MID TIBB

4601
ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM

4602
ANTHRO NEPAL OVER INDIA BHUTAN MULTI

4603
ANTHRO RITUAL RELIGION TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM

4604
ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM

4605
ANTHRO RELIG MULT OVER INDIA SIKKIM BHUTAN AF

4606
ANTHRO ETHNOG HIGH INDIA

4607
GEOGRAPHY INDIA SIKKIM

4608
Buchanan, W.J. In The Footsteps of Hooker through Sikkim and Nepal; A Centenary Tribute. Bengal Past and Present; 1917; 14: 252-274.
HIST MODERN GEOG INDIA TRAVELOGUE

4609
GEOGRAPHY INDIA

4610
GEOGRAPHY INDIA

4611
ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB INDIA LINGUISTICS

4612
ANTHRO TIBB MID INDIA

4613
Chauhan, R.S. The Lepchas of Himalayas. 9th Congress of the Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences; Chicago; 1973.
ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA SIKKIM TIBB


Native Tribes of Sikkim. Indian Antiquary; 1872; 1: 160.


ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA PAKISTAN MULT OVER

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA PAKISTAN OVER MULT

ANTHRO ETHNOG PAKISTAN

ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA PAKISTAN MULT OVER

ANTHRO RELIG BHOT HIGH INDIA

ANTHRO MULT OVER INDIA

ANTHRO MID TIBB INDIA SIKKIM

ANTHRO TIBB INDIA MID SIKKIM RITUAL

ANTHRO AGRICULTURE TIBB MID INDIA SIKKIM LEPCHA


ANTHRO RELIG BHOT HIGH BHUTAN

ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB BHOT MID

GEOGRAPHY OVER MULT

ANTHRO NEPAL OVER INDIA BHUTAN MULTI
ANTHRO ECONOMY BHOT HIGH

4715
GEOG OVER MULT ANTHRO

4716
GEOGRAPHY MULT OVER NEPAL ANTHRO ECONOMY

4717
ANTHRO OVER MULT ETHNOG NEPAL

4718
ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER

4719
ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MULT

4720
ANTHRO ETHNOG SUB MULT

4721
ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER

GEOGRAPHY MULT OVER


ANTHRO ETHNOG OVER MULT


ANTHRO ETHNOG MID NEPAL

Cambell, A. Note on the Limboos and Other Hill Tribes Hitherto Undescribed. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal; 1840; 9(102): 595-615.

ANTHRO MID TIBB ETHNOG LIMBU MULT INDIA NEPAL


ANTHRO ETHNOG OVER MULT


ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER NEPAL


ETHNOG MULT OVER CHETRI NEWAR


NEPAL ANTHRO OVER MULT ECONOMY ETHNOG


OVER MULT ETHNOG


ANTHRO ETHNOG ETHNIC OVER MULT


ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER


GEOG MID MULT


GEOGRAPHY ANTHRO POLITICAL OVER MULT


ANTHRO OVER MULT ETHNOG


ANTHRO ETHNOG OVER MULT NEPAL


ANTHRO ETHNOG MID NEPAL


ANTHRO ETHNOG OVER MULT NEPAL


ANTHRO ETHNOG OVER MULT NEPAL
ANTHRO GEOGRAPHY OVER MULT
ANTHRO OVER MULT ETHNOG
ANTHRO OVER MULT ETHNOG
ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER
ANTHRO ETHNOG OVER MULT
ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT MID NEPAL
ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER
ANTHRO OVER ETHNOG RELIG MULT SETTLEMENT PATTERN
ANTHRO OVER MULT ETHNOG
ANTHRO ETHNOG NEPAL MULT OVER
ANTHRO OVER ETHNOG RELIG MULT SETTLEMENT PATTERN
ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER NEPAL
ANTHRO OVER MULT ETHNOG
ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER
RELGION OVER MULT HIST GEN GEOGRAPHY
ANTHRO MULT OVER ETHNOG
ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER
ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER NEWAR NEPAL
ANTHRO ETHNOG HIST MULT OVER

ANTHRO ETHNOG OVER MULT


ANTHRO ETHNOG OVER MULT


ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA NEPAL MULT OVER LEPCHA


ANTHRO ETHNOG INDIA NEPAL MULT OVER LEPCHA


OVERT MULT


ANTHRO OVER MULT ETHNOG


ANTHRO OVER MULT NEPAL ETHNOG


ANTHRO OVER MULT GUIDE ETHNOG


ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER


ANTHRO OVER MULT


ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER


ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT MID NEPAL


ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY MULT OVER NEPAL ETHNOG


ANTHRO ETHNOG OVER MULT


ANTHRO OVER MULT ETHNOG


ANTHRO OVER MULT NEPAL ETHNOG


ANTHRO OVER MULT GUIDE ETHNOG


ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER


ANTHRO OVER MULT


ANTHRO AGRICULTURE MULT OVER NEPAL


AGRICULTURE OVER MULT


AGRICULTURE OVER MULT


ANTHRO AGRICULTURE CHANGE DEMOGRAPHY ECOLOGY MID MULT


4781 Gilbert, Phillipe. Systemes d'Elevage et Production Laitiere de Ruminants au Nepal. These pour le doctorat veterinaire: Faculte de medecine de Creteil, Ecole Nationale Veterinaire d'Alfort; 1984; II. AGRICULTURE PASTORALISM ECONOMY ANTHRO ECOLOGY OVER MULT


4783 Joshi, C.B. Sample Survey of Traditional Water Wheels and Small Water Turbines in Nepal. Kathmandu: Research Centre for Applied Science and Technology; 1981 or 1982. OVER MULT ANTHRO MATERIAL CULTURE AGRICULTURE


4787 Muller, Bruno. Terre et Paysans du Nepal. Le systeme de production et son evolution dans un village Sunwar multi-ethnique. These de doctorat de troisieme cycle: Rouen, Universite de Rouen Haute Normandie, Institut de Geographie; 1984. AGRICULTURE ANTHRO ECONOMY PEASANTS MULT SUB NEPAL


DEMOGRAPHY


4791 Banskota, Mahesh. Interaction of Food Production, Household Energy and Environmental Change in Hill Environments: A Simulation Approach. Himalayan Review; 1979; 11: 45-64. ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY ECONOMY OVER MULT DEVELOPMENT NEPAL


4810
DEMOGRAPHY ANTHRO MULT OVER

4811

4812

4813

4814

4815

4816

4817

4818
Manzardo, A.E. Hill Migration in Nepal. Kirtipur: Institute of Nepalese and Asian Studies; Tribhuvan University; 1975. DEMOGRAPHY OVER MULT ANTHRO

4819

4820

4821

4822

4823

4824

4825

4826
Sagant, Ph. Ampleur et Profondeur Historique des Migrations Nepalaises. L`Ethnographie; 1978: 77-78: 93-119. DEMOGRAPHY ANTHRO OVER MULT NEPAL

4827


DEMOGRAPHY ANTHRO LOW MULT TERAI

DEMOGRAPHY ANTHRO MULT OVER

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY MULT OVER

SOCIOLOGY DEMOGRAPHY MULT OVER

DEMOGRAPHY NEPAL ECONOMY ANTHRO MULT OVER

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY OVER MULT ETHNIC

ECONOMICS

ANTHRO SUBSISTENCE ECONOMY PASTORALISM MIGRATION NEPAL OVER MULT

PASTORALISM ANTHRO SUBSISTENCE MID MULT NEPAL

ANTHRO MULT OVER SOCIAL ECONOMY

GEOG OVER MULT ANTHRO

ANTHRO MID MULT NEPAL ECONOMY GEOG

AGRICULTURE ANTHRO ECONOMY MULT OVER

GEOGRAPHY MULT OVER NEPAL ANTHRO ECONOMY

ANTHRO ECONOMY MID MULT NEPAL

ANTHRO ECONOMY SOCIAL MULT OVER NEPAL
4878 Gilbert, Philippe. Systemes d’Elevage et Production Laitiere de Ruminants au Nepal. These pour le doctorat veterinaire: Faculte de medicine de Creteil, Ecole Nationale Veterinaire d’Alfort; 1984; III. AGRICULTURE PASTORALISM ECONOMY ANTHRO ECOLOGY OVER MULT


4885 Mc Dougall, C. Village and Household Economy in Far Western Nepal. Kirtipur: Tribhuvan University; (preface dated 1968). ANTHRO TRADE MULT OVER


4889 Peters, Larry G. Shamanism and Medicine in Developing Nepal. Contributions to Nepalese Studies; June 1979; 6(2): 27-44. ANTHRO MEDICAL DEVELOPMENT MULT OVER

4890 Poffenberger, M. Patterns of Change in the Nepal Himalaya. Boulder, Colorado: West View Press; 1981. ANTHRO SOCIAL ECONOMIC OVER MULT


ANTHRO ECONOMY OVER MULT RSC ETHNICITY?


ANTHRO FOLKLORE MULT OVER NEPAL


LITERATURE MIDDLE TANTRA OVER MULT


FOLKLORE NEPAL OVER MULT


FOLKLORE NEPAL OVER MULT


ANTHRO FOLKLORE MULT OVER NEPAL RSC ETHNICITY


ANTHRO Folklore MULT OVER


RELIGION NEPAL HINDU FOLKLORE OVER MULT


ANTHRO FOLKLORE RELGION MULT OVER NEPAL


FOLKLORE OVER MULT


FOLKLORE NEPAL MULT OVER


FOLKLORE OVER MULT


FOLKLORE MULT OVER MUSIC


ANTHRO PHYSICAL MEDICINE NEPAL HIGH MULT


NEPAL OVER MULT PHYSICAL SOCIAL MARRIAGE


ANTHRO MEDICAL OVER MULT DEVELOPMENT


GOVERNMENT ANTHRO NEPAL MULT OVER


GOVERNMENT MODERN ANTHRO LEGAL MULT OVER


GOVERNMENT MODERN ANTHRO LEGAL MULT OVER

Adam, L. Some Characteristic Legal Institutions of Nepal.


ANTHRO LEGAL MULT OVER GOVERNMENT MODERN


GOVERNMENT ANTHRO MULT OVER


ANTHRO POLITICAL MULT OVER


ANTHRO MULT OVER SOCIAL GOVERNMENT NEPAL


ANTHRO GOVERNMENT OVER MULT


ANTHRO POLITICAL ECONOMY MID MULT


ANTHRO GOVERNMENT MID MULT NEPAL


SOCIOLOGY POLITICAL PANCHAYAT PEASANT OVER MULT


ANTHRO GOVERNMENT LEGAL MULT OVER


GEOGRAPHY ANTHRO POLITICAL OVER MULT


ANTHRO POLITICAL SOCIAL OVER MULT
RELIGION OVER MULT NEWAR PAHA

NEPAL ANTHRO RELIGION OVER MULT RITUAL

ANTHRO MULT OVER RELIG

ANTHRO RELIGION NEPAL MID MULT

ANTHRO RELIG MID NEPAL MULT PAHA FESTIVAL

HISTORY MODERN RELIGION ANTHRO OVER MULT Ascetism

HISTORY MODERN RELIGION ANTHRO OVER MULT Ascetism

ANTHRO RELIG Village MULT JAISI GIRI MID

ANTHRO RELIG VILLAGE MULT JAISI GIRI

RELIG NEPAL MULT OVER

ANTHRO RELIG MULT OVER

ANTHRO RELIG MULT NEPAL PAN-INDIA

RELIGION MULT OVER NEPAL

RELIGION TANTRA NEPAL OVER MULT

ANTHRO RITUAL OVER MULT

ANTHRO OVER MULT RELIGION

RELIGION NEWAR TIBB MID MULT OVER

RELIG MID MULT NEWAR NEPAL

RELIG OVER MULT NEPAL FESTIVAL

RELIGION NEWAR TIBB MID MULT OVER

ANTHRO RELIG FESTIVALS MULT OVER


Hindu Marriage of Nepal. Kathmandu: Department of Information; 1970. ANTHRO SOCIAL RELIG MID PAHA OVER MULT


Hodgson, B.H. Notices of the Languages, Literature and Religion of the Buddhists of Nepal and Bhot. Asiatic Research: 1828; XVI: 409-449. OVER MULT NEPAL BUDDHIST LANGUAGE


ANTHRO RELIG SHAMANISM MULT OVER POSSESSION

ANTHRO RELIG SHAMANISM MULT OVER NEPAL

SOCIAL RITUAL RELIGION OVER MULT ANTHRO

ANTHRO RELIGION OVER MULT ART GEN

ANTHRO RELIGION RITUAL OVER MULT

MEDICINE ANTHRO RITUAL OVER MULT

ANTHRO RELIGION OVER MULT NEPAL

ANTHRO RELIGION OVER MULT

ANTHRO RELIGION OVER MULT

RELIGION HINDUISM BUDDHISM MID MULT

ANTHRO RELIG MULT SUB NEPAL

RSC RELIGION GOVERNMENT MISSIONARIES MULT

ANTHRO RELIGION RITUAL OVER MULT

RELIGION OVER MULT

RELIGION OVER MULT

ANTHRO ETHNOG RELIG MULT OVER

ART RELIGION MULT OVER

Pandey, R.N. The Religion and Art of Nepal. Vasudha; 1975; 5,15(9).
OVER MULT

ANTHRO RELIG FOLKLORE MULT OVER

RELIG MULT OVER
SOCIAL STRUCTURE

5064
ANTHRO GEN MULT SOCIAL

5065
ANTHRO OVER MULT SOCIAL

5066
NEPAL ANTHRO SOCIAL OVER MULT

5067
ANTHRO MULT OVER

5068
ANTHRO SOCIAL OVER MULT NEPAL

5069
ANTHRO MULT OVER SOCIAL GOVERNMENT NEPAL

5070
ANTHRO OVER MULT ETHNICITY

5071
ANTHRO ETHNIC OVER MULT

5072
RSC ANTHRO ETHNOG SOCIAL NEPAL VILLAGE MULT

5073
ANTHRO THEORY MULT OVER

5074
ANTHRO KINSHIP SOCIAL NEPAL URBAN MULT

5075
ANTHRO SOCIAL MULT OVER

5076
MARG MULT ANTHRO

5077
ANTHRO SOCIAL OVER MULT EDUCATION

5078
SOCIOLOGY OVER MULT WOMEN

5079
ANTHRO ETHNIC MULT OVER

5080
ANTHRO SOCIAL OVER NEPAL MULT

ANTHRO NEPAL ASSAM SOCIAL SUB MULT


ANTHRO OVER MULT


ANTHRO ETHNOC ETHNIC OVER MULT


ANTHRO ETHNOC ETHNIC OVER MULT


NEPAL AGRICULTURE CHANGE MULT OVER


OVER MULT ANTHRO KINSHIP MARRIAGE NEPAL


ANTHRO MUSIC MULT OVER SOCIAL


ANTHRO SOCIAL RELIG MID PAHA OVER MULT
ANTHRO ETHNIC MULT OVER

HIST MODERN GOVERNMEN

RSC ETHNICITY? ANTHRO SOCIAL OVER MULT

ANTHRO MULT OVER

ANTHRO SOCIAL OVER MULT CASTE

SOCIAL RITUAL RELIGION OVER MULT ANTHRO

ANTHRO SOCIAL OVER MULT NEPAL

ANTHRO ETHNOG OVER MULT

ANTHRO ETHNIC MULT OVER

ANTHRO SOCIAL MULT OVER

ANTHRO ETHNIC MULT OVER

ANTHRO ETHNIC PAHA MULT OVER NEPAL

ANTHRO ETHNOG OVER MULT

ANTHRO SOCIAL OVER MULT

NEPAL SOCIOLOGY PSYCHOLOGY OVER MULT STATUS

ANTHRO ETHNIC MULT OVER

ANTHRO KINSHIP ECONOMY MULT OVER NEPAL

ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT MID NEPAL

ANTHRO OVER MULT SOCIAL

ANTHRO SOCIAL ECONOMIC OVER MULT


ANTHRO SOCIAL NEPAL OVER MULT RSC ETHNICITY?


ANTHRO OVER MULT SOCIAL


ANTHRO SOCIAL OVER MULT RSC ETHNICITY?


ANTHRO SOCIAL KINSHIP MULT RSC ETHNICITY?


ANTHRO SOCIAL MULT OVER


ANTHRO SOCIAL RELIG MULT OVER


ANTHRO OVER MULT SOCIAL

Sagant, Ph. Quand le Gurkha Revient de Guerre. L’Ethnographie; 1978; 155-184.

ANTHRO OVER MULT NEPAL SOCIAL ETHNOG


ANTHRO ETHNIC OVER MULT


POSESSION ANTHRO MULT OVER ILLNESS


ANTHRO POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT MULT ETHNIC OVER


TIBB MULT ANTHRO ETHNIC MID SOCIAL


ANTHRO SOCIAL ETHNIC MULT OVER


SOCIOLOGY OVER MULT CASTE ETHNICITY


SOCIOLOGY MULT OVER CASTE ETHNICITY
Major Ethnic Groups

BHOȚIYA

(see also Sherpa)


ANTHRO SOCIAL HIGH BHOT


ANTHRO KINSHIP BHOT HIGH TIBET DINURI


ANTHRO KINSHIP MARRIAGE BHOT HIGH NEPAL BHOT ETHNOG VILLAGE


ANTHRO KINSHIP MARRIAGE BHOT HIGH NEPAL


ANTHRO MEDICAL MEDICINE BHOT NEPAL


ANTHRO ETHNOG BHOT HIST NEPAL BHUTAN HIGH


NEPAL PAN-INDIA ANTHRO PHYSICAL OVER MULT


ANTHRO SOCIAL MEDICAL ECONOMY BHOT HIGH NEPAL


ANTHRO BHOT HIGH FOLKLORE NEPAL YETI


ANTHRO MEDICAL BHOT HIGH NEPAL HELAMBU


ANTHRO BHOT HIGH FOLKLORE NEPAL YETI


ANTHRO BHOT HIGH NEPAL RSC


ANTHRO PHYSICAL HIGH BHOT NEPAL PAN-INDIA


ANTHRO ETHNOG BHOT RSC


ANTHRO BHOT HIGH FOLKLORE NEPAL YETI


ANTHRO BHOT HIGH FOLKLORE NEPAL YETI


ANTHRO BHOT HIGH ETHNOG


GEOG HIGH BHOT
GEOG ANTHRO BHOT HIGH NEPAL

BHOT HIGH FOLKLORE NEPAL YETI

BHOT HIGH FOLKLORE NEPAL YETI

BHOT HIGH ANTHRO RELIG

ANTHRO RITUAL BHOT HIGH NEPAL RELIGION TORMA

ANTHRO ETHNOG BHOT HIGH

ANTHRO ETHNOG BHOT HIGH NEPAL

ANTHRO DEMOGRAPHY BHOT NEPAL SOCIAL RSC LOCATION?

DEMOGRAPHY BHOT NEPAL MEDICAL ANTHRO

ANTHRO ETHNOG BHOT HIGH NEPAL

ANTHRO MEDICAL BHOT HIGH NEPAL MEDICINE

ANTHRO MEDICAL BHOT HIGH NEPAL MEDICINE

ANTHRO BHOT HIGH NEPAL

DEMOGRAPHY BHOT ANTHRO NEPAL

DEMOGRAPHY BHOT ANTHRO NEPAL

BHOT HIGH POSSESSION MEDICINE RELIGION

BHOT HIGH FOLKLORE NEPAL YETI

NEPAL BHOT ECONOMY ANTHRO ETHNOG HIGH
ANTHRO SOCIAL BHOT HIGH BUDDHISM

HIGH BHOT ANTHRO ETHNOG RSC

ANTHRO ARCHITECTURE BHOT HIGH

ANTHRO ETHNOG BHOT HIGH NEPAL

AGRICULTURE OVER MULT ANTHRO

RSC HIGH BHOT NEPAL ANTHRO ETHNOG

ANTHRO KINSHIP MARRIAGE BHOT HIGH NEPAL

BHOT HIGH NEPAL TIBET ANTHRO MULT ETHNOG OVER

BHOT NEPAL ANTHRO RSC

ETHNOG ANTHRO BHOT HIGH

RSC ETHNICITY? ANTHRO HIGH BHOT NEPAL ETHNOG

RELIGION TIBET BHOT HIGH NEPAL

ANTHRO RELIG BHOT HIGH NEPAL TIBET

ANTHRO MEDICINE DEMOGRAPHY BHOT HIGH

ANTHRO LEGAL BHOT HIGH NEPAL GOVERNMENT

ANTHRO ECONOMY BHOT HIGH

ANTHRO HIST BHOT HIGH NEPAL

ANTHRO BHOT ETHNOG MID NEPAL TIBETAN SOCIAL CHILDREN
BHOT HIGH FOLKLORE YETI MODERN NEPAL

ANTHRO DANCE ART NEPAL TIBB BHOT OVER LAMAIST

ANTHRO DANCE ART NEPAL TIBB BHOT OVER LAMAIST

ANTHRO BHOT ECONOMY HIGH NEPAL

ANTHRO BHOT ECONOMY HIGH NEPAL

ANTHRO BHOT ECONOMY HIGH NEPAL

ANTHRO MYTH BHOT HIGH NEPAL

GEOG TRADE BHOT HIGH

GEOG TRADE BHOT HIGH TIBET ASSAM

BHOT HIGH FOLKLORE YETI MODERN NEPAL

BHOT HIGH FOLKLORE YETI MODERN NEPAL

ANTHRO ETHNIC INDIA MULT OVER

SOCIOLOGY BHOT SOCIAL HIGH NEPAL

HIST GENERAL ANTHRO HIGH BHOT

HISTORY GEN BHOT HIGH ANTHRO GEN NEPAL

ANTHRO FOLKLORE HIGH BHOT YETI NEPAL

HISTORY GEN BHOT HIGH ANTHRO GEN NEPAL

ANTHRO HIST ETHNIC BHOT HIGH

ANTHRO ETHNOG BHOT HIGH NEPAL

Wellington, C.A. Western Tibet and the British Borderland, the sacred country of Hindus and Buddhists, with an account of the government, religion and customs of its people by C.A. Sherring, with a chapter by T.G. Longstaff describing an attempt to climb Gurla Mandhata. London: Arnold: 1906.

LADAKH HIST GEN ANTHRO ETHNOG BHOT HIGH NEPAL


FOLKLORE HIGH BHOT YETI NEPAL


FOLKLORE HIGH BHOT YETI NEPAL


ANTHRO ECONOMY BHOT HIGH NEPAL


ANTHRO SOCIAL BHOT HIGH NEPAL


ANTHRO ECONOMY BHOT HIGH SOCIAL NEPAL


ANTHRO POSESSION RELIG BHOT HIGH NEPAL


ANTHRO ECOLOGY FOOD BHOT MID NEPAL


FOLKLORE HIGH BHOT YETI NEPAL

ANTHRO PHYSICAL HIGH BHOT NEPAL

ANTHRO FOLKLORE BHOT HIGH NEPAL

FOLKLORE HIGH BHOT YETI NEPAL

LITERATURE FOLKLORE HIGH BHOT YETI NEPAL

ANTHRO PHYSICAL BHOT NEPAL

LITERATURE FOLKLORE HIGH BHOT YETI NEPAL

ANTHRO SOCIAL HISTORY ETHNIC OVER NEPAL TIBET INDIA

ANTHRO SOCIAL MID TIBB NEPAL

ANTHRO ETHNOG MID TIBB NEPAL

RSC ANTHRO ART MULT OVER

NEPAL ANTHRO ETHNOG MID TIBB GURUNG

ANTHRO MID TIBB NEPAL

ANTHRO TIBB ETHNOG SOCIAL MID NEPAL

SETI KHOLA GURUNG TIBB ETHNICITY WESTERNIZATION CASTE SOCIAL ANTHRO

ANTHRO RELIG MID NEPAL TIBB
| 5285 | Cambell, A. | Note on the Limboos and Other Hill Tribes Hitherto Undescribed. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal; 1840; 9(102): 595-615. |

ANTHRO ECONOMY POLITICAL MID LIMBU KIPAT TIBB


ANTHRO ECONOMY POLITICAL MID LIMBU KIPAT TIBB


ANTHRO ETHNIC TIBB MID INDIA


LITERATURE TIBB


LITERATURE ANTHRO HISTORY GEN TIBB NEPAL


LITERATURE TIBB NEPAL LANGUAGE MID


ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB MID SOCIAL


ANTHRO RELIGION RITUAL TIBB MID NEPAL


TIBB SOCIAL MID NEPAL

5308  Sagant, P. Prêtres Limbu et Catégories Domestiques. Kalash; 1973; 1(1): 51-75. ANTHRO RELIG TIBB MID NEPAL


5314  Sagant, Ph. Nationalité et Etat-Nation: L'Exemple de L'Integration Politique des Limbu du Nepal. Pluriel; 1975; 2. TIBB ANTHRO MID NEPAL POLITICAL

5315  Sagant, Ph. Sur L'Integration des Limbu a la Nation Nepalaise. Pluriel; 1975; 2: 3-20. TIBB ANTHRO MID NEPAL POLITICAL


5322  Adam, L. A Marriage Ceremony of the Pun Clan (Magar) at Rigah, Nepal. Man; 1934; 34: 17-21. ANTHRO RITUAL TIBB MAGAR MID

ANTHRO AGRICULTURE NEWAR MID TIBB VILLAGE NEPAL

RELIGION OVER MULT NEWAR PAHA

ANTHRO RELIGION SETTLEMENT PATTERN TIBB NEWAR

ANTHRO RITUAL RELIGION MARRIAGE TIBB MID NEPAL

ANTHRO RITUAL RELIGION MARRIAGE TIBB MID NEPAL

ANTHRO RELIG KINSHIP NEPAL MID KTMVAL URBAN TIBB

ANTHRO RELIG TIBB MID NEVAR

NEPAL NEWAR TIBB MID MUSIC PAHA MID

5351 Banerji, Amla K. Art of the Newars; Skill of Newar Craftsmen. Calcutta: Statesman; August 18 1957.
NEPAL MID TIBB ANTHRO

ANTHRO TIBB MID KATHMANDU VALLEY NEWAR ETHNOG PANAUTI SETTLEMENT PATTERN

TIBB NEWAR MID VILLAGE ARCHITECTURE SETTLEMENT PATTERN ANTHRO

TIBB NEWAR ARCHITECTURE ANTHRO SETTLEMENT PATTERN MID

ANTHRO PHYSICAL MID NEPAL TIBB NEWAR DISS

ANTHRO PHYSICAL TIBB MID

ANTHRO PHYSICAL TIBB MID

ANTHRO PHYSICAL TIBB MID

ANTHRO PHYSICAL MID NEPAL TIBB NEWAR
ANTHRO NEWAR MID NEPAL TIBB BARE VAJRACARYA

Greenwold, S.M. The Role of the Priest in Newar Society. 9th Congress of the Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences; Chicago; 1973.
ANTHRO RELIG SOCIAL TIBB MID KTM VAJRACARYA SAKYA BARE

ANTHRO RELIGION NEWAR TIBB MID VAJRACARYA BAHAL BARE

ANTHRO SOCIAL TIBB MID CASTE

DISSERTATION GEOG MID MULTI ANTHRO GURUNG ETHNIC NEWAR

NEWAR RITUAL POLITICAL STATE KATHMANDU VALLEY ANTHRO

FESTIVAL ANTHRO MID TIBB RELIGION PROCESSION NEWAR

ANTHRO SETTLEMENT PATTERN ARCHITECTURE TIBB NEWAR MID BUDDHISM URBAN

TIBB MID ANTHRO NEWAR URBAN POLITICAL NEPAL

HIST GENERAL MYTHOLOGY ANTHRO
ANTHRO BHOT HIGH TIBET RELIGION LANGUAGE LITERATURE GEN MID TIBB NEPAL NEWAR

AGRICULTURE TIBB ANTHRO MID

ANTHRO NEPAL NEWAR GEN TIBB MID

RELIG NEWAR NEPAL

RELIG TIBB NEPAL

ANTHRO RELIG MID TIBB NEWAR

ANTHRO ART TIBB NEVAR SCULPTURE MID

ART ANTHRO NEVAR MID TIBB

ANTHRO NEWAR ETHNOG HISTORY MID TIBB NEPAL

ANTHRO RELIGION TIBB MID NEWAR NEPAL

TIBB MID KATHMANDU VALLEY ANTHRO

5407 Ishii, Hiroshi. Structure and Change of a Newari Festival Organization. 9th Congress of the Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences; Chicago; 1973.
NEPAL ANTHRO RITUAL SOCIAL NEWAR MID TIBB

ANTHRO ECONOMY MID TIBB NEPAL

ANTHRO ECONOMY SOCIAL NEPAL JYAPU

NEWAR BUNGMAI ARCHITECTURE ANTHRO MID TIBB VILLAGE

NEPAL RELIGION FESTIVAL NEWAR TIBB PAHA MID

ANTHRO MID TIBB NEWAR SETTLEMENT PATTERN ETHNOG

5413 Karambelkar, V.W. Matsyendranatha and his Yogini cult. Indian Historical Quarterly; 1955; 362-374.
ANTHRO RELIGION TIBB MID NEWAR NEPAL


Lall, Kesar. Nepalese Customs and Manners. Kathmandu: Ratna Pustak Bhandar; 1976. ANTHRO ETHNOG MULT OVER NEWAR NEPAL


Law, Bimala Churn. Geography of Early Buddhism, with a foreword by F.W. Thomas. London: Kagan Paul; Trench and Trubner; 1932. HIST ANCIENT PAN-INDIA NEPAL


Living Goddesses. Asia Magazine; 21 May 1971; 16-17. KUMARI RELIGION NEWAR ANTHRO TIBB MID


Malla, Kamal P. River-Names of the Nepal Valley: A Study in Cultural Annexation. Contributions to Nepalese Studies; December 1982 and June 1983; 10(1-2): 57-68. ANTHRO HISTORY MID TIBB NEWAR KATHMANDU


Muller, U. Die Landliche Siedlung im Kathmandu-Tal - soziale und okonomische Organisationsformen. Giessen: Ph.D. dissertation; Giessen University; 1983. ANTHRO MULT OVER KATHMANDU VALLEY LAND TENURE NEWAR POLITICAL


Nepali, Gopal Singh. The Newars of Kathmandu. New Review; 1941; 14: 242-246. NEPAL ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB NEWAR MID

Okada, F. E. The Newars of Nepal. Journal of the University of Bombay; 1960; 29(1-4): 144-147. ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB NEWAR MID

Okada, F. E. The Newars of Nepal. Natural History; April 1957; 66(4): 196-200. ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB NEWAR MID


5453 Pradhan, B. The Newar Women. Kathmandu: Centre for Economic Development and Administration; 1981. ANTHRO TIBB MID SOCIAL ETHNOG VILLAGE


5462 Sasano, S. Nepalese Cities and Houses. Space Design (Tokio); November 1980; 194: 74-75. ANTHRO SETTLEMENT PATTERN ARCHITECTURE MOD NEPAL TIBB NEWAR MIND

5463 Sekler, E.F. Use of Collective Space in Patan and Other Historic Towns of the Kathmandu Valley. Monumentum; 1979; 18-19: 97-107. NEPAL ANTHRO SETTLEMENT PATTERN TIBB NEWAR MID


5475 Stablein, W. A Descriptive Analysis of the Content of Nepalese Buddhist Pujas as a Medical-Cultural System with References to Tibetan Parallels. 9th International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences; Chicago; 1973.


ANTHRO ETHNOG MID TIBB SOCIAL RELIG KATHMANDU

ANTHRO ETHNOG MID TIBB SOCIAL RELIG KATHMANDU PANAUTI PYANGAO

ANTHRO ECONOMY ART ARCHITECTURE AGRICULTURE MID TIBB

NEPAL ANTHRO SETTLEMENT PATTERN TIBB MID NEWAR KATHMANDU VALLEY

NEPAL ANTHRO SOCIAL CASTE TIBB MID NEWAR KATHMANDU VALLEY

NEPAL ANTHRO SOCIAL CASTE TIBB MID NEWAR KATHMANDU VALLEY

NEPAL ANTHRO RELIG FESTIVAL TIBB MID NEWAR KATHMANDU VALLEY

NEPAL ANTHRO KINSHIP TIBB MID NEWAR KATHMANDU VALLEY

NEPAL ANTHRO RITUAL RELIGION TIBB MID NEWAR KATHMANDU VALLEY

ANTHRO FOOD SUBSISTENCE TIBB MID NEWAR KATHMANDU VALLEY NEPAL AGRICULTURE

NEPAL ANTHRO SOCIAL TIBB MID NEWAR KATHMANDU VALLEY


ANTHRO ETHNOG ARCHITECTURE MID TIBB SETTLEMENT PATTERN

ANTHRO RELIG TIBB MID FESTIVAL RITUAL

ANTHRO ETHNOG TIBB

ANTHRO RELIG TIBB MID

ANTHRO ARCHITECTURE SETTLEMENT PATTERN MID TIBB NEPAL URBAN SYMBOLIC
Toffin, Gerard. La Presse a Huile Newar de la Vallee de Kathmandou (Nepal): Analyse Technologique et Socio-Economique. Journal d'Agriculture Tropicale et de Botanique Appliquee; July-December 1976; 23(7/12): 183-204. ANTHRO ECONOMY SOCIAL TIBB MID


Tuladhar, Sumon Kamal. Gwaye Da Tayegu: An Initial Ritual of the Samyaka Guthi. Contributions to Nepalese Studies; December 1979-June 1980; 7(1,2): 47-70. ANTHRO RELIG TIBB MID NEPAL NEWAR
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